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Chapter I: General Introduction. 

Water is the source of all living creatures on the planet. Unfortunately, this vital natural 

resource is unequally distributed worldwide. Fresh available water only occupied 0.5% of 

global water volume, and this percentage is irregularly dispersed all over the planet [1]. 

Global water use has been tripled over the last 50 years, and with global warming and its 

related environmental consequences, freshwater sources are being continuously endangered 

[2].  The growing scarcity of freshwater is driving the implementation of reuse and recycling 

on an increasingly large scale [3]. Recycling water strategies and technologies will be an 

essential aspect of future water and environment management policies, ensuring reliable 

alternative water resources and reducing environmental pollution [2] 

Since the industrial revolution, industry development and growth of the human population, 

high salinity wastewater is being produced every day [4]. Contamination of water bodies and 

groundwater sources by high concentrated wastewater is an essential factor that affects 

freshwater availability [5]. Sources of salinized wastewater are numerous, such as seawater 

and brackish desalination [6], agriculture, pharmaceutical industry, landfills, among others 

[4]. Otherwise, municipal sewage, oil-gas produced water, mine acid drainage are some of 

the most saline wastewaters [7].  

Acid mine drainage (AMD) is a generated solution from mine tailings, which has a highly 

acid characteristic, rich in dissolved ferrous, non-ferrous metal sulfates and salts. The final 

composition of AMD will be highly dependent on the minerals and heavy metals presented 

in the original geology  [8]. The primary responsible agent for AMD is the oxidation of 

sulfide minerals present in minerals at a natural state such as pyrite (FeS2), which in contact 

with atmosphere and water produces sulphuric acid and iron [9]. Due to its high acidity, 

toxicity (toxic metals), and sulfate compound contents, AMD becomes a major 

environmental concern in this industry. These characteristics make AMD very dangerous if 

it reaches water resources or aquatic communities; soil could be severely affected too, 

damaging the health of plants, humans and wildlife. 

In Chile, the mining industry began in 1904 in El Teniente (the largest underground copper 

mine in the whole world) and soon became the main economic activity in the country [10].  

Chilean mining industry represents 55% of the total country exports and about 37% of the 
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total mined copper in the world [11]. Over the years, in northern Chile, mining operations 

increased without environmental controls. This resulted in numerous mine-tailing deposits, 

containing about 50% of the total solid residues generated in mine operations [12]. In the 

first trimester of 2017, the Chilean mining industry produced approximately 1,191,000 tons 

[13]. Taking into account that about 50% of the productions go to mine tailings, a 

considerable AMD volume is produced by the mining industry.  

This kind of wastewater tends to have high concentrations of organic and inorganic 

compounds, making it difficult to treat as conventional treatment methods and technologies 

have low salt-tolerance and fail to bring good processing results [7]. Membrane desalination 

technology offers a very promising response to this challenge. A very high effluent quality 

could be achieved by desalination systems, accomplishing strict discharge regulations. The 

produced effluents can be reused for industrial applications, irrigation, and even as a source 

of potable drinking water [14]. 

Forward osmosis (FO) is an emerging membrane technology for clean water production, 

which is gaining strength against conventional desalination processes like reverse osmosis 

(RO) because of its lower water production costs (energy consumption and pre and post-

treatment costs) [15]. Opposite to RO, where it is necessary to apply a high pressure to 

overcome the solution osmotic pressure, FO needs no external pressure, because its driving 

force is the difference in chemical potential between a concentrated draw and the feed 

solution [16], meaning there is no need of high hydraulic pressure.  The FO technology has 

been successfully applied to municipal sewage [17–20], mine acid drainage [21] and oil-gas 

produced water [22]. This wide range of applications demonstrates the versatility of FO as a 

treatment alternative for organic and inorganic high concentrated wastewaters. 

Membrane distillation (MD) is a low-temperature distillation process that involves water 

evaporation in the pores of a hydrophobic microporous [6]. In this coupled heat and mass 

transfer process, water vapor circulates through the membrane from a hot feed solution to 

cold liquid water [23]. Unlike FO, the driving force of MD is the temperature gradient, rather 

than the concentration gradient [24]. This temperature gradient provokes a vapor pressure 

difference across the membrane and it is slightly affected by high concentrations of dissolved 

salts [6]. For these characteristics, MD could be used as a recovery process for high 
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concentrated FO draw solutions or be used as a single treatment process for high concentrated 

brines. 

The FO−MD configuration is a less explored membrane-based hybrid technology, consisting 

of in a FO module for extracting clean water from wastewater feed solution and an MD 

process. The MD section reconcentrates the diluted draw solution for the FO module and at 

the same time, produces high-purity water from its permeate side. This FO-MD configuration 

combines the strengths of both processes: high product water quality, low fouling and high 

draw solution recovery [25]. 

Although FO and MD have relatively low fouling behavior, membrane fouling is still the 

main setback of all desalination strategies. Membrane fouling occurs when unwanted 

particles are absorbed inside membrane pores or adhere to the membrane surface [26]. This 

particle accumulation affects membrane performance increasingly, reducing filtration fluxes. 

Either for FO or MD, membrane fouling is a result of several aspects such as operating 

conditions, hydrodynamics, membrane and fouling agent characteristics, feed solution 

chemistry, and draw solution properties (for FO) [27]. Managing factors as operating 

conditions, hydrodynamics and selecting a proper draw solution (for FO) are critical for 

achieving the best possible system performance.  

Both FO and MD are relatively new technologies and scarcely studied. With recent 

development in membrane materials (less fouling and better fluxes), these technologies are 

matching and surpassing traditional treatment options as reverse osmosis and full thermal 

processes in terms of treated water flows and efficiency. 

Mineral exploitation consumes high quantities of freshwater, whose sources are groundwater, 

superficial water bodies and seawater. In Chile, mining activity consumes about 12.5 m3/s 

(1,080,000 m3/day) of freshwater. This enormous water consumption and AMD production 

exacerbate the water scarcity in northern Chile´s ecosystem and communities, highlighting 

the need for an efficient way to treat and reuse this wastewater. Membrane technologies like 

FO and MD have the potential for been used with AMD, and the goal of this research is to 

confirm this potential. 
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Some innovative aspects of this research are: 

• FO-MD has not been used with acid mine drainage before. This research will be a 

pioneer in this application. 

• In the literature, only a few studies have performed a technical-economic analysis for 

an FO-MD setup, especially with these two technologies.  

• These technologies will help to reduce the increasing wastewater volume produced 

by the mining industry and will allow reusing the treated water in mining processes. 

 

Hypothesis: 

Taking into account these previous considerations: 

• Long-time mineral extraction in Chilean territory has been producing high volumes 

of acid mine drainage for decades, menacing the environment with its high toxicity. 

• A considerable freshwater volume is used in the mining industry; therefore, a water 

recycling system will help to decrease this high demand. 

• Forward Osmosis and Membrane distillation are renascent technologies that have 

shown promising results against high salinity wastewaters. 

 

The following Hypothesis was proposed considering the previous statements: 

Hybrid Forward Osmosis-Membrane Distillation (FO-MD) setup is a technical-cost effective 

alternative to reclaim water from acid mine drainage for reusing in mining operations. 
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Objectives: 

In order to evaluate the research hypothesis, a set of Objectives were proposed: 

General objective 

To assess the technical-economical performance of a hybrid FO-MD operation for water 

recovery from acid mine drainage. 

 

Specific objectives 

1. To evaluate an FO-MD operation for freshwater reclamation from acid mine 

drainage.  

2. To address the use of membrane spacers as a strategy for improving flux performance 

and fouling mitigation. 

3. To compare an FO-MD and FO-RO plant through a technical-economical 

assessment for recovering freshwater from acid mine wastewater. 
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Chapter II: Forward Osmosis–Membrane Distillation for 

metal wastewater treatment: An application for acid 

mine drainage. 

 

❖ This chapter presents a section of a submitted research article in the Journal of Membrane 

Science. Some unpublish results are presented as well in this Chapter. 

 

Abstract 

Contamination of water bodies by highly concentrated wastewater affects global freshwater 

availability, especially in arid zones like northern Chile, where rivers are the main water 

source. Acid mine drainage (AMD) is a highly acidic wastewater, rich in dissolved metal 

sulfates and salts, making it very dangerous if it reaches water resources or aquatic 

communities. A real AMD from a contaminated river in northern Chilean was used in this 

study. The aim of this work was to show the feasibility of forward osmosis (FO) combined 

with membrane distillation (MD) as an alternative for treating saline wastewaters, focusing 

on AMD. Raw AMD was used as FO feed solution and MD was used to concentrate the FO 

draw solution, a solution of NaCl. Baseline assays were performed with tap-water and AMD 

at different NaCl concentrations and temperatures to determine the parameter combination 

that promoted maximum water fluxes. The chosen combination, 1.0 M of NaCl at 60°C, 

produced a FO flux of 32 LMH with tap-water and 27 LMH with AMD. Three models were 

used for FO and one model for MD; all of them successfully predicted FO and MD fluxes 

with a high r coefficient (>0.95). Continuous FO assay was performed with the chosen 

condition and showed a high initial flux (25 LMH). Nonetheless, continuous flux decay was 

observed due to membrane fouling, where the fouling cake occupied around 50% of the 

membrane area due to low wall-shear stress. High ratios of copper and sulfate rejection, of 

88% and 96%, were achieved by FO.  

Keywords: Heavy metal rejection, Flux modeling, Membrane fouling.  
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List of abbreviations 

AMD Acid Mine Drainage  

CP Concentration Polarization  

DCMD Direct Contact Membrane Distillation  

DS Draw Solution 

ECP External Concentration Polarization 

FO Forward Osmosis 

FS Feed Solution 

ICP Internal Concentration Polarization 

Jw Membrane water flux (LMH = L*m-2*h-1) 

MD Membrane Distillation  

PTFE/PP Polytetrafluoroethylene and Polypropylene  

SEM-EDX  Scanning Electron Microscopy - Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

TFC Thin-Film Composite  

Δt Temperature difference  

πdraw Draw solution osmotic pressure 

πfeed Feed solution osmotic pressure 
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1. Introduction  

The mining industry is an essential activity for the Chilean economy, generating around 10% 

of Chilean gross domestic product [28]. Chile is the number one copper producer in the 

world, producing around 50% of all the copper used worldwide [29]. Nevertheless, this 

activity has important associated issues like a large residue generation and a large water 

demand.  Around 50% of the total mining residue production ends in the mine tailing, where 

the acid mine drainage is generated (AMD) [12]. AMD is highly acidic wastewater, rich in 

dissolved ferrous and non-ferrous metal sulfates and salts; produced due to the oxidation of 

mine tailing residues. The principal components in AMD originate from the oxidation of 

sulfide minerals such as pyrite (FeS2), which is present in natural state minerals. In contact 

with the atmosphere and water, pyrite oxidation occurs (FeS2 + 7/2 O2 + H2O → Fe2+ + 2 

SO4
2- + 2 H+) producing sulphuric acid and iron [9]. The AMD mineral composition will be 

subjected to the residue origin geology (Table 1) [8].  

Table 1. Examples of the chemical composition of significant constituents from acid mine drainage. 

Location Iran. [30] U.S.A. [31] 
Romania.  

[32] 

Chile.  

[33] 

Chile.  

[21]* 

Constituents Concentrations in mg/L, except pH (dimensionless) 

pH 2.0 0.5 – 1 4.4 2.5 3.5 

SO4 >3,000 20–108 x103 615.6 14,337 6,267 

Cu 2,050 120–650 1,012.6 2,298 1,020 

Mg 1,310 Not reported 17.3 630.6 436 

Ca 100 Not reported 198.6 325.9 313 

Al Not reported 1.4–6.7 x103 8.5 1,139 293 

Mn 740 17–120 1.54 224.5 203 

Zn 400 700–2,600 363.4 Not reported 15.3 

Fe 3,450 13–19 x103 11.4 627.5 13.4 

* Same AMD as used in our study. 

 

The high water Water consumption by the Chilean mining industry, up to 2.7 million cubic 

meters in 2018, is intensifying the water scarcity present in northern Chile nowadays [28,34]. 

This high water demand and the necessity of treating AMD open an opportunity for water 

reclamation technologies. Forward osmosis (FO) is an emerging membrane technology for 

clean water production, which is gaining ground against conventional desalination processes 

like reverse osmosis (RO), because of its ability to face very high concentrated wastewater 
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[15]. In FO, a feed solution and a highly concentrated solution (draw solution) are separated 

by a semipermeable membrane. The osmotic difference between both solutions drives water 

from the feed to the draw solution by the osmosis phenomena [16]. 

Nevertheless, FO faces a technological barrier, and it is the need to separate the draw solution 

from the produced water for its reconcentration and recovery. The separation and recovery 

of the draw solution require an additional processing unit, which can consume energy and 

still remains a significant challenge for water treatment applications. The FO success will be 

subject to demonstrated how efficient the draw solute separation process is [35]. 

Membrane distillation (MD) is a low-temperature distillation process that involves water 

evaporation in the pores of a hydrophobic microporous membrane. This technology driving 

force is the vapor pressure difference between a feed and a permeate (freshwater) solution. 

[6]. Because vapor pressure is only slightly affected by the concentrations of dissolved salts, 

MD could be used as a successful recovery process for the highly concentrated FO draw 

solution.  

The FO−MD configuration is a hybrid membrane technology consisting of a FO module for 

extracting clean water from particular wastewater (feed solution) coupled with an MD stage. 

The MD section reconcentrates the diluted draw solution for the FO module while producing 

high-purity water on the permeate side. The FO-MD setup combines the strengths of both 

processes: high product water quality, low fouling and high draw solution recovery [25]. 

The FO-MD setup has been evaluated in a wide variety of wastewaters: oil industry [36–38], 

landfill leachate [39], municipal wastewater and urine [40,41], seawater/brackish 

desalination [42,43] and pharmaceutics industry wastewaters [44]. Nevertheless, this set-up 

has never been used with an AMD wastewater.  

This work aimed to study the feasibility of an FO-MD configuration as an alternative for 

treating saline wastewaters with an emphasis on water reclamation. The research involved 

experimental activities for the determination of FO water flux, using real acid mine drainage 

as feed, and different NaCl solutions as DS. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1.  Feed and draw solutions 

A sample of real AMD was used as FO feed solution. It was obtained from a river located 

in northern Chile that receives the acid leaching from a nearby copper mine. The AMD was 

characterized previously by Vital et al. (2018) [21] (Table 1). Different concentrations of 

NaCl as draw solutions were used in FO and MD baseline assays and FO and MD continuous 

experiments (Tables 2 and 3). All draw solutions were prepared using analytical grade 

reagents and tap water with a conductivity of 785 µS/cm.  

 

2.2.  FO and MD membrane 

For the FO process, we used a thin-film composite (TFC) membrane from Porifera Inc. 

(FOMEM-0415 – Hayward, CA, USA). The water (A0) and salt (B0) permeabilities of the 

membrane are 2.1 L/m2.h.bar and 1.2·10-7 m/s, respectively. The structural parameter (S0) 

was 334 µm, and the zeta potential (ζ) was −13.7 ± 1.9 mV. The structural parameter 

determines the internal concentration polarization (ICP), and the zeta potential is a 

measurement of the surface charge of the membrane and impacts the rejection mechanism 

by electrostatic repulsion [45]. 

For the MD process, a Hydrophobic Polytetrafluoroethylene and Polypropylene (PTFE/PP) 

membrane was used in this study. The membrane was provided by Membrane Solutions 

(2202, No.1759 North Zhongshan Road, Shanghai 200061). Properties of the membrane are 

thickness 140-190 µm, pore size 1 µm and bubble point in a range of 0.04-0.05 MPa.  

 

2.3.  FO and MD setup and experiments 

Figure 1 represents the FO and MD setups used in this research. Each consisted of an acrylic 

module, separated by a FO or MD membrane. In the FO module, the membrane was 

positioned with the active layer facing the FS Each module had an internal effective 

membrane area of 33.6 cm2 with an internal geometry of 86 x 39 x 2 mm (Figure 2). For this 

study, every FO and MD experiment were performed separately.  
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No external pressure was applied to any module. FO-feed and MD-permeate solutions were 

contained in graduated cylinders. Water flux calculation was determined by changes in liquid 

volume inside the cylinders (Figure 2). A progressive cavity pump (Franklin Electric, Model: 

1601007403) was used to circulate the FO-feed, FO-draw, and MD-permeate solutions. The 

temperature was provided by an electric heater placed in the draw solution.  

 

Figure 1.  Experimental setup. (a) Forward Osmosis and (b) Membrane Distillation. 

 

 

Figure 2. Module internal geometry with the yellow area representing FO and MD membranes. 

 

In order to evaluate the effects of DS temperature and concentration on permeate flux, a series 

of baseline assays were designed using NaCl solutions of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 M at 40, 50, and 

60 °C. Baseline assays, FO (Table 2), and MD (Table 3) were designed to achieve maximum 

water fluxes and to select which combination of DS temperature and concentration will be 

used in further experiments. The selection criterion was based on choosing the lowest DS 

temperature and concentration that produced the highest flux. During baseline experiments, 
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initial FO-feed and MD-permeate volume were 250 mL, and DS volume was 3 L to support 

a dilution rate less than 5%. All assays were done in triplicate. 

For continuous assays (Table 2 and Table 3), the FO-feed volume was 1 L of AMD, and for 

MD, the feed volume was 0.5 L of tap water. Both assays were performed until 50% recovery 

was achieved. The DS volume was 12 L to keep the dilution below 5% during continuous 

running. All assays were done in triplicate. 

Table 2. FO experimental design. 

Experiment Feed solution (FS) T. (°C) Draw solution (DS) T. (°C) Stop Criteria 

Baseline 
Tap water 

20 NaCl [0.5, 1, 2 M] 40, 50, 60 1-hour operation 
AMD 

Continuous AMD 20-22 NaCl [1 M] 60 50% recovery 

 

Table 3. MD experimental design. 

Experiment Feed solution (FS) T. (°C) Permeate (P) T. (°C) Stop Criteria 

Baseline NaCl [0.5, 1, 2 M] 40, 50, 60 Tap-water 20-22 1-hour operation 

Continuous 
NaCl [1 M] with sulfate 

copper traces 
60 Tap-water 20-22 50% recovery 

 

2.4.  FO flux modeling 

FO water flux was predicted using three theoretical models: Loeb et al. (1997) [46], 

McCutcheon and Elimelech (2006) [47] and Phuntsho et al. (2014) [48]. The main difference 

between Loeb’s model [46] and the other two references is the non-inclusion of the effect of 

external concentration polarization phenomenon, which can produce a significant impact in 

water flux.  

Concentration Polarization (CP) is divided into external and internal concentration 

polarization, ECP, and ICP, respectively, and both of them are subdivided into concentrative 

and dilutive, respectively [49,50]. Concentrative ECP and dilutive ICP have the most 

substantial effects on transmembrane flux. Concentrative ECP occurs as water is transported 

through the membrane while solutes are retained at the membrane surface, causing an 

increase in solute fouling on the membrane. The osmotic driving force must overcome the 
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resulting fouling resistance to bring the water into contact with the membrane [47]. The 

dilutive ICP effect produces a more severe reduction in water flux in the FO process as water 

transported from the feed to the draw solution causes dilution of the draw solute within the 

porous support layer of the membrane. Dilutive ICP causes a considerable reduction in the 

net osmotic pressure, resulting in a significant reduction in the permeate flux [51]. 

Loeb et al. (1997) [46] estimates  water fluxes based on a classic ICP model. McCutcheon 

and Elimelech (2006) [47] simplified Loeb’s model by assuming that salt permeability is 

negligible, and Phuntsho et al. (2014) [48] included the concentrative ECP phenomenon in 

Loeb’s equation. 

𝐽𝑊𝐿𝑜𝑒𝑏
= 𝐾𝑚 ln (

𝐴 ∗ 𝜋𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑤 + 𝐵

𝐴 ∗ 𝜋𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 +  𝐽𝑊 + 𝐵
) (1) 

𝐽𝑊𝑀𝑐&𝐸
= 𝐴 [𝜋𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑤 ∗ 𝑒−𝐽𝑊∗𝐾 − 𝜋𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 ∗ 𝑒

𝐽𝑤
𝑘⁄ ] (2) 

𝐽𝑊Phuntsho
= 𝐾 ln (

𝐴 ∗ 𝜋𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑤 + 𝐵

𝐴 ∗ 𝜋𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 ∗ 𝑒
𝐽𝑊

𝑘⁄ +  𝐽𝑊 + 𝐵
) (3) 

Where Jw is the membrane water flux, A is the water permeability coefficient; B is solute 

permeability coefficient; πdraw and πfeed are the osmotic pressure of draw and feed solution, 

and Km is the mass transfer coefficient. 

 

2.5.  MD flux modeling 

The water flux during Direct Contact MD is directly related to the difference in water vapor 

pressure. For distilled water as the permeate flux, MD water flux can be expressed as: 

𝐽𝑤𝑀𝐷
= 𝐵𝑚(P𝑤.𝑓

0 ∗ γ𝑤.𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 ∗ 𝑥𝑤.𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 − P𝑤.𝑝
0 ) (4) 

Where Pw.f
0 and Pw.p

0 are the vapor pressure of pure water on the feed and permeate sides, 

respectively, Bm is the membrane permeability parameter, and γw.feed, and χw.feed are the 

activity coefficient and the mole fraction of the species [52,53].  

The Bm coefficient depends on the features of the membrane and the operating temperature. 

Various theoretical models have been developed to determine Bm based on the Kinetic 

Theory of Gases through porous media.  
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All expression and constants needed for the construction of the MD model and FO models 

are listed in Appendix Table A1. 

 

2.6.  Rejection performance 

Rejection performance was determined using copper and sulfate measurement (ions with 

highest concentration in the AMD sample). Samples were collected at the beginning and end 

of the continuous assay from the feed and draw solution containers. Concentration of sulfate 

ions was measured using a spectrophotometer (Hach SulfaVer 4, Method 8051). Copper 

concentration was measured using the Flame Atomic Absorption Spectrometric Method 

(Chilean Standard NCh2313/10.Of96). 

Membrane removal efficiency for each ion present in the feed solution was calculated using 

the following expressions: 

𝑅 [%] = (1 −
𝐶𝑝

𝐶𝑓

) ∗ 100 (5) 

Where Cf (mg/L) is the total concentration of ions in the feed solution at the start of the 

experiment and Cp (mg/L) is the ion concentration of the water that permeates through the 

membrane to the draw solution. Permeate concentration was determined by:  

𝐶𝑝 =
𝐶𝑑 ∗ 𝑉𝑑

𝑉𝑝

 (6) 

Where Cd (mg/L) is the ion concentration in the draw solution at the end of the experiment, 

Vd (L) is the draw solution volume at the end of the assay and Vp (L) is the permeate volume, 

which is the difference between the initial and final feed solution volumes.  

 

2.7.  Membrane fouling-scaling analysis 

Sections of the FO membrane were cut off at the end of every continuous assay to measure 

the fouling layer. The measurement was performed using a SEM-EDX equipment, which 

provided a semiquantitative analysis of the fouling layer composition and gives an estimate 

of the foulant ion concentrations 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1.  FO baseline assays and modeling results 

Results from FO baseline tests (Figure 3a) show that the increase in water flux is directly 

linked to the increase of DS concentration and temperature. This behavior is explained by 

Van’t Hoff’s equation, which describes a rise in DS osmotic pressure when a higher 

concentration and/or temperature is used [54]. Nevertheless, when the temperature is 

increased for a fixed DS concentration, the observed flux is not only explained by Van’t Hoff, 

but also by the Arrhenius equation [55] (Figure 3a). According to the Arrhenius equation 

[55], a rise in DS temperature produces an increase in DS solute diffusivity. Furthermore, the 

higher temperature decreases DS viscosity, which reduces the ICP effect and produces an 

improvement in water flux [56–58]. 

FO performance using AMD as feed solution was evaluated for only one hour to avoid the 

formation of critical fouling (Figure 3b). Results show a flux decrease (around 35%) 

comparing with FO tap-water tests. This flux reduction is related to a smaller osmotic 

pressure potential between NaCl draw solution and AMD, compared to the osmotic potential 

between NaCl solution and tap water (Table 3). 

Another factor that causes the flux to decline is the concentrative ECP phenomenon. Because 

AMD is rich in dissolved solids and metal ions, it can cause an accumulation of ions on the 

active layer of the membrane. 

Table 3. Osmotic pressure potential differences, calculated at 20ºC. 

Draw solution NaCl (M) Tap-water Δπ (bar)1 AMD Δπ (bar)2 Δπ Difference (%)3 

0.5 22.5 18.8             -16.4 

1.0 45.2 41.4 -8.4 

2.0 90.5 86.8 -4.1 

1[Δπ = π(NaCl) – π(Tap-water)], 2[Δπ = π(NaCl) – π(AMD)], 3[Δπ = (π(AMD) / π(Tap-water) – 1) *100]. 
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Figure 3. Effect of draw solution concentration on initial water flux (1 hour) during FO operation: 

a) Tap-water baseline test, b) AMD baseline test. Error bars represent the standard deviation. 

Temperatures shown correspond to DS. 

 

Figure 4 shows FO modeling results using Loeb et al. (1997) [46], McCutcheon and 

Elimelech (2006) [47], and Phuntsho et al. (2014) [48]. These models were evaluated using 

tap water as feed and NaCl solution as draw. The modeling considers feed solution at room 

temperature (22°C) and draw solution at 40, 50, or 60°C. Simulated flux shows good 

agreement with experimental data (Figure 4d), and no appreciable difference was found 

between the three models (Figure 4a, b, c).  Models were able to predict flux under low ECP 

when tap water was used. In the absence of a high ECP, the three models had similar results.   

Figure 5(a, b, c) showed experimental data and modeling results when AMD was used as 

feed. With AMD, ECP is expected to play an essential role in system behavior. This was 

evident in Figure 5d. Models were not able to accurately represent the ECP effect due to 

AMD complex composition. Model ECP calculation is based on element diffusivities. 

Nonetheless, when a feed solution is composed of multiple elements, the solution diffusivity 

coefficient becomes challenging to estimate.  
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Figure 4. FO water flux modeling results, using tap water as feed and NaCl as draw solution at a) 

40ºC, b) 50ºC, and c) 60ºC. d) Correlation between experimental Jw and modeled Jw; “r” is 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Error bars represent the standard deviation between replicas. All 

assays were executed for one hour. 

 

An interesting result is the water flux inflection observed at 1.0 M solution of NaCl. Although 

this behavior is slightly seen in tap-water assays (Figure 5), it is more evident when AMD 

was used as feed. The observed inflection could be a result of the ECP phenomenon, caused 

by a high DS concentration (2 M). The higher DS concentration produced a higher flux and 

a corresponding increase in ECP [47].  

Another element that promoted a high ECP was the flow regime inside the module. Module 

geometry and flow rate used in these assays generated a laminar flow regime inside the cell. 

As a result of low flow velocity on the membrane surface, a high ECP was able to develop 

[59].   
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In Figure 5, there is also appreciable parallelism between Loeb’s and the other two models. 

This different behavior was caused by the non-inclusion of ECP in Loeb’s formulation [46]. 

When tap water was used as feed (Figure 5), a low ECP was developed; this led to 

overlapping between models. The rich ion composition of AMD generated a high ECP, 

causing different results between models with and without the inclusion of the ECP 

phenomenon in their formulation. 

The FO model results imply that with the tested conditions it is not possible to performed an 

accurate water flux prediction behavior when a complex composition feed is used. 

  

  

Figure 5. FO water flux modeling results, using AMD as feed and NaCl as draw solution at a) 40ºC, 

b) 50ºC, and c) 60ºC. d) Correlation between experimental Jw and modeled Jw; “r” is Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient. Error bars represent the standard deviation between replicas. All assays were 

executed for one hour. 
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3.2.  MD baseline assays and modeling results 

MD assays were performed using a NaCl solution (FO draw solution) as feed and tap water 

as permeate (Table 2). Results show a direct relationship between temperature difference (Δt) 

and membrane flux (Figure 6). As temperature rises, solution vapor pressure increases 

(Antoine equation), improving the vapor pressure potential, and enhancing the 

transmembrane flux [60]. Nevertheless, membrane flux decreases when feed concentration 

rises. This behavior is explained by Raoult’s law, where the water vapor pressure is reduced 

as it becomes more concentrated [60]. 

MD modeling results are shown in Figure 7a (Equation 4), considering the same conditions 

as the experimental trials. Overall, the MD model shows a good fit for water flux at different 

temperatures and feed concentrations. Figure 7b compares measured and predicted flux 

values, achieving a high correlation coefficient (r > 0.98).  

 

Figure 6. MD experimental results. NaCl as feed solution and tap water as permeate solution. Error 

bars represent the standard deviation between replicas. 
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Figure 7. MD water flux modeling comparison. Experimental and modeled data are presented: a) 

MD water flux modeling results, using NaCl as feed solution at 40ºC, 50ºC, and 60ºC. b) Correlation 

between experimental Jw and modeled Jw; “r” is Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Error bars 

represent the standard deviation between replicas. All assays were executed for one hour. 

 

3.3.  Continuous FO-AMD assay 

Following the results shown in Figure 3b, FO continuous assay was performed using 1.0 M 

NaCl solution as draw solution at 60°C. The 1.0 M solution was selected since no evident 

flux improvement was observed when a higher concentration of NaCl was used.  The lower 

FO flux when 2.0 M of NaCl was used could be as a result of the development of a high ECP 

(Figure 3b). The temperature effect on FO flux was mild. However, it showed a notable effect 

on MD permeate flux (Figure 4).  

The previous selection was validated using a two-way ANOVA analysis (Tukey), which 

found no significant difference between FO fluxes when using 1.0 M or 2.0 M solutions of 

NaCl. Besides, the selected condition, 1M NaCl at 60°C, had the lowest significant difference 

between FO and MD fluxes (ANOVA result). A lower flux difference allows using less 

membrane area for MD in order to match the FO flux.  

A FO continuous assay was performed until a 50% recovery was achieved. Results show an 

initial flux similar to both baseline and model results (Figure 8a). However, after one hour, a 

constant decline in flux was observed. This decline could be explained mainly by two 

phenomena: the decrease of net osmotic potential (between feed side and draw side) and the 

appearance of membrane fouling. Membrane fouling and osmotic potential reduction caused 
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a continuous flux decrease until the end of the experiment, reaching up to 64% in total flux 

reduction. 

Throughout the experiment, water permeated from FS through the membrane to the DS, 

constantly concentrating the feed side while diluting the draw side. The assay was designed 

to maintain DS below a 5% dilution, so the reduction in osmotic potential was mainly caused 

by the concentration of the feed solution. 

The adverse effects of feed concentration, concentrative ECP, and dilutive ICP on the flux 

behavior were simulated using the models reported above [46–48] (Figure 8a). Although, FO 

model’s overall correlation coefficient was low (r = 0.77) (Figure 5d), for the chosen 

operation condition, 1.0 NaCl solution at 60°C, models fitted well with experimental results 

(Figure 5c).  

 Loeb’s model [46] does not include concentrative ECP, which resulted in a higher flux 

estimation than the other two models. McCutcheon and Elimelech (2006) [47] and Phuntsho 

et al. (2014) [48] models estimated the initial experimental flux correctly. In this context, it 

could be assumed that flux reduction observed in the models were results of feed re-

concentration and CP.  

Overall, the 64% flux reduction observed in the experiment was the result of fouling, feed 

re-concentration, and CP Models estimated that the effect of feed re-concentration and CP 

caused around 15% of the overall 64% flux reduction, leaving a 49% impact caused by 

fouling.  
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Figure 8. Continuous assay results. a) AMD FO assay results using 1.0 M NaCl as draw solution 

at 60ºC. b) MD assay with 1.0 M NaCl as feed. Error bars in the experimental series represent the 

standard deviation between replicas. Temperatures shown correspond to DS; ∆T in b) is between 

Draw Solution and Permeate Solution. 

 

An MD continuous assay was performed for three and a half hours (Figure 8b). Results show 

an initial flux similar to both baseline and model results, around 10.5 LMH. During the 

experiment’s length, the flux was constant at 10.5 LMH, with only a slight decrease at two 

hours and a half when the flux when around 8.6 LMH. Nevertheless, this decrease was due 

to a rise in permeate temperature, going from 20 °C to 23°C. The temperature was corrected, 

and we managed to achieve 10.5 LMH once again.  

MD flux behavior was quite different from FO’s, where after one hour, we observe a constant 

flux decline. Because of the operating principle of MD, it was not affected by salt 

concentration and salt deposition on the membrane. Nonetheless, MD temperatures must be 

monitored and consistent; otherwise, flux decline will happen. 

 

3.4.  Ion rejection analysis 

Samples were taken in the feed and draw solutions at the beginning and end of the continuous 

experiment. The initial concentration of copper and sulfate was 1020 mg/L and 6267 mg/L, 

respectively. Results show high copper rejection, above 95%, and sulfate rejection of around 
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88%. The difference between copper and sulfate rejections could be explained by the change 

of the electric charge (ζ potential) of the membrane due to acid pH. 

The zeta potential of the FO membrane is affected by changes in pH. The electric charge of 

the membrane is usually negative for basic solutions (pH > 7). Nevertheless, as a solution 

becomes acid, the electric charge moves from negative to an isoelectric point and then to 

positive [61]. TFC Membranes from Porifera have their isoelectric point around pH=4; for 

lower pH values, the membrane charge is positive [62,63]. The AMD used in our research 

had a pH of 3.5, which indicates that our membrane attracted anions from the AMD solution. 

This affinity with anions could explain the lower sulfate rejection rate of the membrane. 

MD systems had shown high flux performance when NaCl and PTFE membrane was used 

[64–68]. These studies show that MD flux behavior was stable or suffered a slow decline in 

long-lasting assays. However, other studies have shown high NaCl rejection [64,66] and high 

rejection of heavy metals and sulfates [69–71] (over 99% for NaCl and sulfate). In our case, 

preliminary use of FO reduced copper and sulfate levels to 1.6 mg/L and 31 mg/L, 

respectively. Following the cited studies, our direct contact MD set-up could achieve high 

permeate quality and high efficiency in draw solution recovery while maintaining a stable 

flux over time.  

 

3.5.  Membrane fouling-scaling analysis  

The deposition of foulants on the membrane feed side was observed from the start of the FO 

assay. This produced a change in membrane coloring, from white to a yellowish-brownish 

color in those areas with lower than flow velocities. Continuous deposition affected 

membrane performance by creating a foulant layer that interfered with the normal 

transmembrane flux. The foulant cake layer covered approximately 50% of the membrane 

area (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9. Continuous FO assay membrane after passive washing with water. The green and red 

circles represent the module inlet and outlet, previously shown in Figure 2.  

 

Vital et al. (2018) [21] studied the fouling and rejection of AMD using the same TFC 

membrane and draw solution (1.0 M NaCl) as our study. The initial flux was 14 LMH, with 

a flux decrease of approximately 43% by the end of the experiment (run until 50% recovery). 

In our research, the initial flux was 25 LMH, with a flux reduction of 64% by the end of the 

experiment.  Flux decay (initial flux minus final flux) between Vital’s and this study were 

numerically similar, 8 and 9 LMH, respectively. Nevertheless, in our study, we achieved a 

final flux 2.7 times higher than Vital’s. 

The difference between flux results from Vital´s and our study may be explained by the use 

of different operation and hydrodynamic conditions. The modules in Vital’s set-up had a low 

flow velocity, and fluids on both sides of the membrane were quasi-static.  In contrast, we 

used crossflow modules where fluid flows continuously with a higher velocity alongside the 

membrane. This velocity tangential to the membrane created a wall shear stress that improved 

water flux by reducing ECP effects, which was fully developed in Vital’s study. Another 

significant difference between studies is that Vital et al. (2018) [21] performed every assay 

at room temperature; while we used the FS at room temperature, but DS was kept at 60°C. 

Higher flow velocity and temperature helped to enhance the flux [41] but increased fouling 

deposition. This high flux, which was 1.8 times higher than reported by Vital´s [21], may 

have dragged more solutes from feed solution to the membrane surface, causing a high ECP 

[41]. Since FO modelling estimated a flux reduction around 15% due to re-concentration and 

CP (Figure 8a), the rest of the observed flux decline could be attributed to the fouling effect.  

Figure 9 shows that the module inlet and outlet placement promoted the formation of a linear 

flow path with high flow velocities (high wall shear stress) between these points. Outside this 
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flow path, flow velocities were lower, producing a low wall shear stress, which helped the 

formation of a thick fouling layer. Although fouling cannot be eliminated, its impact could 

be reduced by improving the hydrodynamic conditions inside the module. Membrane spacers 

have been used successfully to mitigate fouling by increasing turbulence in the system, which 

has a self-cleaning effect on the membrane; and also improves mass transfer, producing a 

significant increase in transmembrane flux [72–74].  

 

  

Figure 10. Fouled membrane image from SEM-EDX analysis: a) microscope image of membrane 

surface, b) membrane surface image with colored principal elements and c) SEM-EDX analysis 

with every identified ion. 

 

At the end of the long-term experiments, FO membrane sections (Figure 9) were analyzed 

using SEM-EDX to describe the fouling layer composition. The FO membrane results show 

a dense layer of foulants on the feed side of the membrane (Figure 10). The thickness of the 

fouling layer was around 60 µm, comparable with the membrane thickness of 56 µm. This 

dense layer of precipitates was the main cause of the flux decrease experienced in 

experimental assays, increasing the ECP effect, and acting as a physical barrier to 

transmembrane flux. 

FO SEM-EDX results indicate a diverse ion composition in the foulant layer (Figure 10a, b), 

containing all the principal elements present in the AMD sample (Error! Reference source n

ot found.1). Nonetheless, copper and sulfate, the ions with the highest concentrations in 
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AMD, were not found in large quantities in the foulant layer. The FO membrane acted as a 

successful barrier to these elements, leaving most of its concentration in the concentrated 

solution. In addition, these results will help decide future cleaning methodologies, focusing 

on the ions with the highest presence in the fouling layer. 

 

4. Conclusions 

This study evaluated the application of FO-MD to a waste stream rich in heavy metals, in 

this case, AMD. Overall, the results of the study highlighted that: 

• As expected, the feed solution temperature (vapor pressure) was the key parameter 

for achieving high MD fluxes. In the case of FO, the draw solution concentration was 

the most important parameter. 

• Feed solutions with a complex composition, like AMD, present a modeling challenge. 

The Model inputs did not describe the complex interaction between solution 

constituents. 

• ECP had a significant impact on FO transmembrane flux when ion-rich wastewater 

(e.g., AMD) was used as feed solution and low wall-shear stress was present. 

• Well-distributed wall shear stress throughout the membrane surface is needed to 

avoid fouling in areas with low flow velocities. Hydrodynamic improvements could 

be achieved by module redesign or by using membrane spacers.  

• Membrane spacers have been used for flow regime enhancement, minimizing the 

effect of ECP and reducing fouling deposition. The study and design of high-

performance membrane spacers will help to ensure the future of FO as an efficient 

alternative for saline wastewater treatment.  
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Chapter III: 3D printed spacers for fouling mitigation in 

membrane distillation. 

 

❖ This chapter was published as a research paper in the Journal of Membrane Science. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.memsci.2019.03.040  

 

Abstract 

3D printing offers the flexibility to achieve favorable spacer geometrical modification. The 

role of 3D printed spacers for organic fouling mitigation in direct contact membrane 

distillation (DCMD) is evaluated. Compared to a commercial spacer, the design of 3D printed 

triply periodic minimal surfaces spacers (Gyroid and tCLP) - varying filament thickness and 

smaller hydraulic diameter enhanced DCMD fluxes by 50–65%. The highest DCMD flux 

was obtained with the 3D tCLP spacer due to its specific geometrical design feature. 

However, its design characteristics resulted in higher channel pressure drop compared to 3D 

Gyroid spacer. Moreover, 3D Gyroid spacer exhibited superior fouling mitigation (lower 

membrane organic mass deposition and reversible membrane hydrophobicity with humic 

acid solution), attributed to its tortuous design that repelled foulants. 3D Gyroid spacer was 

effective in achieving high water recovery (85%) while maintaining good quality distillate 

(10–15 μS/cm, 99% ion rejection) in DCMD with wastewater concentrate that contained high 

organics, mixed with inorganics. In MD, high organic contents minimally affected MD fluxes 

but reduced membrane hydrophobicity. Repeated DCMD cycles showed that organic pre-

treatment, as well as cleaning-in-place of membrane and spacer, are essential for achieving a 

high recovery rate while maintaining a stable long-term DCMD operation with wastewater 

concentrate.   

 

Keywords: Organic fouling, Membrane distillation, 3D printed spacers, Triply periodic 

minimal surfaces, wastewater. 
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List of abbreviations 

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 

DCMD Direct Contact Membrane Distillation 

DI Deionized water 

GAC Granular Activated Carbon  

LC-OCD Liquid Chromatography with Organic Carbon Detection  

LMH L*m-2*h-1 

LMW Low Molecular Weight Organics.  

MD Membrane Distillation 

MQ  Milli-Q water 

PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene  

RO  Reverse Osmosis 

SEM-EDS Scanning Electron Microscope - Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy 

tCLP transverse Crossed Layer of Parallel  

TDS Total Dissolved Solids  

TOC Total Organic Carbon  

TPMS Triply Periodic Minimal Surfaces 

VCF Volume Concentration Factor  
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1. Introduction 

Membrane distillation (MD) is a thermal integrated membrane process driven by a vapor 

pressure gradient across a microporous and hydrophobic membrane [75–77]. As a phase 

separation process, MD produces high-quality permeate (distillate) with a good recovery due 

to its insensitivity to osmotic pressure of a highly saline solution [77]. The energy 

requirement for MD can be met by waste heat from the industry [77]. These factors have led 

to a focus on the application of MD as an alternative treatment process for wastewater [78], 

seawater [79] and other saline solutions from the industry [80]. Direct contact MD (DCMD) 

is the most frequently studied MD configuration due to its simplicity [73,77]. In the DCMD 

configuration, the hot feed and cold distillate streams are in direct contact with the membrane; 

thus, heat conduction and temperature polarization are significant factors governing the 

energy efficiency. Several operational approaches have been explored to reduce the impact 

of temperature polarization and increase the overall performance of DCMD, such as 

improving the hydrodynamic conditions at the membrane surface by increasing the 

circulation flow rate or generating a suction (vacuum) on the distillation side [81,82]. Another 

noteworthy approach is to improve the design of the membrane spacer. Previous studies have 

shown that spacers act as static turbulence promoter to enhance the efficiency of 

transmembrane mass transfer, thereby, increasing permeate fluxes by up to 60% compared 

to an empty channel [83–86] 

 

1.1.  3D printed spacers for MD. 

The effectiveness of spacers is highly dependent on factors such as mesh design, thickness, 

flow attack angle, and materials. The onset of 3D printing has enabled the fabrication of novel 

spacers with complex mesh designs, varying thickness and materials without manufacturing 

restraints. The performance of 3D printed spacers has been previously evaluated in reverse 

osmosis (RO) and ultrafiltration (UF) processes [87–91]. These studies reported a 

considerable enhancement in mass transfer with 3D spacers compared to conventional feed 

spacers. Nevertheless, an invariable trade-off with spacers is pressure drop [90], which 

increases the energy consumption of the process. Even so, the significant enhancement in 

water recovery may potentially offset the overall energy consumption. The application of 3D 
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printed spacers for MD has not been explored in detail thus far. Most studies used 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations to evaluate the effect of spacer geometrical 

parameters such as orientation, filament diameter, and thickness to identify optimal spacers 

for MD [83,86,92]. For instance, Chang et al. [83] used CFD simulations to study the 

transmembrane DCMD transfer mechanism using empty and spacer-filled channels. The 

simulations established the benefits of using spacers in DCMD for enhanced mass flux as 

well as heat transfer and these enhancement factors depended on both the spacer design as 

well as the operating parameters such as the Reynolds number. Taamneh and Bataineh [93] 

used CFD simulations to evaluate the performance of DCMD with thick spacers with varied 

filament orientation (angle) and reported a positive increase of shear stress and the Nusselt 

number with spacer filaments oriented at 45° angles to the flow channel. Similarly, based on 

simulation results, Seo et al. [85] recommended zigzag spacers with symmetric circular 

designs and relatively high filament numbers as ideal to enhance permeate flux. These 

simulation studies imply the suitability of 3D spacers for MD application. In another study, 

Hagedorn et al. [94] highlighted that spacer characteristics such as porosity and spacer and 

filament thickness attributed to higher hydraulic diameter, which contributed towards 

turbulence (higher Reynold number) in DCMD. This factor is especially relevant for 3D 

printed spacers, as they can be fabricated at varied filament and spacer thickness. Thomas et 

al. [73] analyzed the performance of MD with 3D printed spacers and reported on enhanced 

permeate flux and overall heat transfer coefficient by up to 60% compared to commercial 

spacers. The performance enhancement was attributed to the significantly higher turbulence 

induced by the maze-like interpenetrating design characteristics of triply periodic minimal 

surfaces (TPMS) used as the spacer topologies.  

 

1.2.  Potential of 3D printed spacers for fouling mitigation in MD. 

Apart from flux enhancement, spacer design can influence fouling and channel pressure drop 

in membrane processes. The presence of spacers enhances flow turbulence, which improves 

the mixing of the solution close to the membrane surface with the bulk solution, preventing 

the foulant layer build-up on the membrane surface [95,96]. A number of RO studies have 

established that spacer characteristics such as larger mesh size with varying/irregular 

filament thickness play a significant role in maintaining reasonable pressure drop, while 
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creating high shear stress at the membrane surface, which is essential to avoid polarization 

and fouling issues [89,97,98]. These studies demonstrated the potential for fouling reduction 

using spacers with specific characteristics. 3D spacers can potentially meet such 

characteristics, given that the technology has the flexibility to fabricate spacers with complex 

features.  

Organic fouling development in MD was systematically evaluated by a number of studies 

[99–101]. The severity of fouling in an MD process appears to be significantly lower 

compared to pressure based membrane processes such as RO [75]. Nevertheless, the long-

term operation can still lead to the accumulation of deposits on the membrane surface and 

pores, causing a decline of membrane permeability and it is a challenge to reverse fouled MD 

membrane even with chemical cleaning [76]. Further, the gradual membrane surface 

hydrophobicity reduction due to organic foulants deposition increases its susceptibility to 

wetting [76,100]. This is especially relevant when MD is used to treat wastewater that 

contains a significant amount of organics [78,102]. For instance, Wu et al. [102] reported 

significant membrane wetting when DCMD was used for fermented wastewater with high 

organic concentrations. Naidu et al. [78] demonstrated the potential of DCMD for wastewater 

RO concentrate treatment. However, they also showed that the deposition of low molecular 

weight organics onto the membrane, due to the breakdown of humics at elevated temperature, 

resulted in a considerable reduction in the membrane hydrophobicity [78]. The presence of 

spacers may potentially reduce fouling deposition onto the MD membrane. While Thomas et 

al. [73] indicated that 3D spacers show significant promise for treating brine solutions with 

high scaling tendency, a detailed evaluation of the implication of 3D spacers on fouling 

development in MD is still lacking. This study intends to bridge this gap. 

Hence, this study aims to evaluate the role of 3D printed spacers (for simplicity referred to 

as 3D spacers hereafter) in improving the overall performance and mitigating fouling 

development in DCMD. The influence of 3D spacer-filled channels for enhancing DCMD 

permeate flux, energy efficiency, as well as the implication on pressure drop, were evaluated. 

Specifically, in-depth analysis of organic fouling tendency in the presence of 3D spacers in 

DCMD used to treat wastewater RO concentrate up to high recovery rates (80–85% water 
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recovery) was carried out. Factors such as accumulation of foulants onto the spacers and 

fouling reversibility with cleaning were also evaluated in detail.  

This chapter was designed to address some serious performance issues from the previous 

chapter, concerning high fouling deposition on the FO membrane and a low flux performance 

in the MD stage. Even though this chapter was applied in an MD system, the hydrodynamic 

improvement and fouling mitigation capabilities of using spacers are regardless of the type 

of membrane used, meaning that if applied on an FO membrane, the same overall 

improvement can be expected.   

 

2. Methodology  

2.1.  Membrane, chemicals, and feed solutions  

A commercial polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) hydrophobic flat-sheet membrane (General 

Electric, US) with nominal pore size, porosity, and membrane thickness of 0.22 μm, 70–80% 

and 179 μm, respectively [78] and total effective area of 40 cm2 was used for all DCMD 

experiments.  

DI water was used as a feed solution in the baseline tests. Baseline tests were conducted to 

evaluate the performance of DCMD with empty and spacer-filled channels at varied feed 

temperatures and flow velocities. The influence of spacers on organic fouling development 

in DCMD was tested using model humic solution as well as actual wastewater RO 

concentrate. The latter was obtained from a water reclamation plant of Sydney Olympic Park 

Authorities. Key characteristics of this wastewater RO concentrate are summarized in Table 

1. A model humic solution at a concentration of 20.3 ± 0.7 mg/L was used to represent only 

the organic contents of the actual wastewater RO concentrate (Table 1) without any inorganic 

salts. The actual wastewater RO concentrate was used in this study to represent wastewater 

with both organic contents as well as inorganic salts. 

Table 1: Characteristics of wastewater RO concentrate obtained from Sydney 

Olympic Park water reclamation plant [78]. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 
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Total dissolved solids 

(TDS) 
1500.3 ± 1.4 mg/L 

Turbidity 0.2 ± 0.1 NTU 

pH 8.0 ± 0.3 

Dissolved organic carbon 20.3 ± 0.7 mg/L 

Ca 97.0 ± 2.3 mg/L 

Mg 69.0 ± 1.6 mg/L 

Na 448.5 ± 3.2 mg/L 

K 66.9 ± 4.1 mg/L 

SO4 184.4 ± 5.7 mg/L 

Cl 611.4 ± 3.3 mg/L 

Hardness as CaCO3 429.7 ± 6.1 mg/L 

 

Humic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and citric acid (Sigma-Aldrich, reagent grade) were used 

to prepare the model feed solution and chemical cleaning solution, respectively. The model 

humic acid solution was prepared by mixing 500 mg/L humic acid powder in deionized (DI) 

water with continuous stirring for 24 h. The pH of the final solution was not adjusted to 

ensure that the natural organic characteristics are unaltered. The humic acid stock solution 

was filtered (0.45 μm Millipore filter) to remove suspended solids and thereafter, stored at 4 

°C. 

Furthermore, to critically determine the impact of organic contents in a mixed constituent, a 

condition of reduced organics with actual wastewater RO concentrate was used in this study. 

To achieve this condition, granular activated carbon (GAC) (from James Cumming & Sons 

Pty Ltd, MDW4050CB, particle size range 430–600 μm) was mixed (120 rpm) at 5.0 ± 0.2 

g/L with wastewater RO concentrate (24 h) to adsorb the organic contents, following the 

approach of our previous work [78]. Upon batch adsorption, the wastewater RO concentrate 

was filtered (0.45 μm millipore filter) to exclude suspended solids. The batch absorption 

using GAC significantly reduced the organic contents in actual wastewater RO concentrate 

to less than 2 mg/L while maintaining the inorganic salt contents. 
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2.2.  Spacers 

In this study, one commercial spacer and two types of 3D spacers were used. The commercial 

polypropylene spacer (FILMTEC™) was diamond-shaped (45° filament angle) with porosity 

and thickness of 0.85 and 0.79 mm, respectively. The 3D spacers were designed based on 

TPMS resulting in a sheet-based transverse Crossed Layer of Parallel (tCLP) spacer and a 

skeletal-based Gyroid spacer. More details about TPMS shapes and their governing 

mathematical equations can be found elsewhere [73,90]. The designs were modeled using 

computerized design software and then 3D printed by selective laser sintering technique. The 

unit cell representation of the selected TPMS spacer designs is presented in Fig. 1. The 3D 

tCLP spacer design consists of protrusions that create microchannels aligned perpendicular 

to the feed flow direction. This design feature was considered to create maximum flow 

disruption and resultantly increased turbulence. The specifications of the 3D spacers and their 

images are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 2, respectively. The adaptation of TPMS is 

especially beneficial in minimizing the contact area between the membrane and spacer, which 

is essential to avoid flow restrictions and flow dead zones formation [88].  

 

Figure 1. 3D printed TPMS spacer design features presented as (a) representative volume element, 

and (b) photographic images (profile view). 

 

Table 2: Characteristics of 3D printed spacers. 

Structure design Surface Area (mm2) Volume (mm3) Voidage (%) Hydraulic Diameter (mm) 

tCLP 14786 1067 88 1.2 
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Gyroid 10709 1471 84 1.4 

 

 

Figure 2. Commercial spacer and 3D printed spacers (tCLP and Gyroid) (a) photographic images 

(image scale bar = 0.5 cm) (b) SEM image (top view) (c) SEM image (cross section). 

 

2.3.  Direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD)  

The spacer performance was evaluated in a closed-looped bench scale DCMD system 

containing an acrylic membrane module (Fig. 3). The module length and width were 8.10 cm 

× 5.10 cm, respectively, with a channel depth of 0.23 cm. Gear pumps (Cole-Parmer, model 

75211-15, United States) were used to direct both the permeate (deionized (DI) water) and 

feed solution into the membrane channel in countercurrent flow at velocity (vf 

and vp) ranges of 0.1–0.3 m/s. Pressure variation at the feed inlet and outlet were recorded 

using pressure gauges placed at the feed inlet and outlet channel. A jacketed feed vessel 

coupled with a heating system was used to vary the feed solution temperature (Tf) from 45.0 

± 2.0 °C to 65.0 ± 2.0 °C while the permeate solution temperature (Tp) was maintained at 

22.0 ± 2.0 °C for all experiments. Temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the feed and 

permeate flow channels close to the membrane module was recorded using temperature 

sensors. The average feed and permeate membrane surface temperature profiles were 

obtained through these values. Heat losses on the feed side were determined based on the 
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feed inlet to outlet temperature difference and as a function of the feed flow rate and constants 

(specific heat capacity = 4.2 kJ/kg*K; water density = 1000 kg/m3). 

The permeate flux obtained across the active membrane area and latent heat of vaporization 

(2345.5 kJ/kg) was used to determine the latent heat transferred. The system energy 

efficiency was calculated based on the latent heat transferred over the heat losses at the feed 

side. The MD module was thermally isolated using expanded polystyrene (EPS) to prevent 

heat losses that could affect the energy efficiency measurements. 

 

Figure 3. DCMD experimental setup. 

 

DCMD experiments were carried out until 85% water recovery, equivalent to a reduction of 

the initial feed volume from 1.7 L to approximately 0.25 L or up to the point of significant 

permeate flux decline. An electronic balance was used for recording the weight changes in 

the permeate tank throughout the operation duration. The permeate flux computed as the ratio 

of permeate volume (L) increment over operation duration (h) and unit membrane area (m2) 

was reported as L*m-2*h-1 (LMH). The permeate flux was represented as a function of the 

water recovery rate as well as volume concentration factor (VCF). The VCF (defined as the 

ratio of initial to final feed solution volume) indicates the extent of feed solution volume 

reduction achieved by DCMD. 

DCMD with empty and spacer-filled channels were carried out with a number of feed 

solutions from DI water for baseline evaluations followed by model humic solution as well 
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as wastewater RO concentrate for detailed analysis on the influence of spacers on fouling 

phenomena. The same spacer design was used in both the feed and permeate channels for 

each DCMD experiment with the spacer-filled channels. 

The overall salt removal efficiency of DCMD was determined by measuring the conductivity 

and pH value of the feed and permeate solution before and after DCMD operation, using a 

portable multimeter (HQ40d, HACH, US). Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry 

(ICP-MS, Agilent 7900, US) was used to measure the concentration of each individual cation 

in the wastewater RO concentrate. For organic removal efficiency, the initial and final 

permeate and feed solutions (humic acid concentrations and wastewater RO concentrate) 

upon DCMD operation were analyzed by a total organic carbon (TOC) analyzer (Analytik 

Jena multi N/C® 3100) 

 

2.4.  Fouling reversibility with membrane cleaning 

2.4.1. Batch membrane cleaning 

The effectiveness of cleaning the membrane as an approach to reverse membrane fouling was 

evaluated using DI water as well as a chemical solution (0.1% citric acid). For this reason, 

small portions of the used membranes were places in falcon tubes with 20 ml of cleaning 

solution. The falcon tubes were stirred in a flat shaker at 120 rpm for 24 h. Upon air drying, 

the membrane contact angle was analyzed.  

2.4.2. Cleaning-in-place  

Cleaning-in-place (cleaning the membrane and spacer while in the module) was carried out 

to emulate membrane maintenance and fouling mitigation in an actual operational scenario, 

upon wastewater RO concentrate treatment. Cleaning-in-place was carried out with water 

cleaning (flushing 300 ml of DI water through membrane module using the same operating 

flow velocity, 0.13 m/s) as well and chemical cleaning (0.1% citric acid with water flushing). 

Acid cleaning was carried out by recirculating acid (20 min at a low flow velocity of 0.08 

m/s to achieve sufficient contact time with the membrane) followed by water flushing (to 

neutralize the acid residues) (200 ml at 0.13 m/s). Cleaning-in-place is pertinent to establish 

the reuse capacity of both the membrane as well as the 3D spacer.  
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2.5.  Characterization techniques  

2.5.1. Organic characterization  

Organic characterization of the feed and permeate solution, as well as membrane foulant, was 

established using liquid chromatography with organic carbon detection (LC-OCD) [78,103]. 

To evaluate the organic deposits on the MD membrane, the foulant residues were extracted 

from the membrane into MQ water based on the procedure of our previous studies [78,100] 

2.5.2. Membrane characterization  

Changes in membrane characteristics before and after the DCMD experiments were 

evaluated in terms of surface hydrophobicity and morphology. Membrane surface 

hydrophobicity was measured using contact angle. Contact angle measurement was carried 

out at the end of each experiment (upon drying the used membrane) together with a virgin 

membrane as a control measure for the instrument setting. The contact angle measurements 

were conducted using a water droplet goniometer (Theta Lite). Further, the surface 

morphology and element contents of the membranes (virgin and used upon DCMD 

experiments) were examined using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) integrated with 

energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) as described in a previous study [78].  

 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1. Baseline study 

The DCMD performance with and without spacer-filled channels was evaluated. For the 

baseline study, DI water was used as the feed and permeate solution.  

3.1.1. Permeate flux performance 

In an empty channel (i.e., no spacer condition), increasing the bulk feed temperature from 45 

to 65 °C (at a fixed flow velocity of 0.08 m/s) enhanced the permeate flux by 200% from 

7.68 ± 0.92 LMH to 24.26 ± 1.45 LMH (Fig. 4a). In this study, temperature losses at the 

membrane feed side were evaluated by measuring the temperature difference at the channel 

inlet and outlet (Section 2). With the increase of bulk feed temperature, a higher feed 

temperature loss was observed due to the large quantity of heat required for vaporizing liquid 
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at the feed side of the membrane surface [82]. As a result of the temperature loss, only 

minimal energy efficiency increment was achieved with the increase of permeate flux (Fig. 

4a). 

Meanwhile, at similar operating condition (feed temperature of 55 °C and flow velocity of 

0.08 m/s), the permeate flux increased significantly by 63% (20.78 ± 1.24 LMH) with 

commercial spacer-filled channel, and by more than 200% (30.62 ± 1.36 LMH to 36.06 ± 

1.09 LMH) with 3D printed spacers as compared to that with empty-channel (12.67 ± 1.87 

LMH) (Fig. 4b). More importantly, the scenario of increasing the feed temperature to achieve 

higher permeate flux invariably resulted in higher feed temperature losses, which 

compromised the energy efficiency. The approach of spacer-filled channels was especially 

favorable in achieving both higher permeate fluxes and energy efficiency. 

 

Figure 4. Baseline performance of DCMD with (a) empty channel at Tf of 45.0 ± 2.0 to 65.0 ± 2.0 

°C (b) empty and spacer-filled channels at Tf of 55.0 ± 2.0 °C (vf, vp = 0.08 m/s; Tp = 22.0 ± 1.5 °C) 

 

Upon comparing the performance of DCMD with different spacers, the 3D spacer-filled 

channels achieved 30–70% higher permeate fluxes compared to commercial spacer-filled 

channels under similar operating conditions (Fig. 5a). This could be attributed to the smaller 

hydraulic diameter of the 3D spacers (Table 2) and the channels/protrusions aligned 

perpendicular to the feed flow, such as in 3D tCLP spacer. A smaller hydraulic diameter 

increases the flow velocity and Reynolds number. This, in turn, increases turbulence, 
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resulting in higher mass transfer. Amongst the 3D spacers, tCLP achieved 15–24% higher 

permeate fluxes compared to that with the Gyroid spacer. 

3.1.2. Channel pressure drop 

Pressure drop is an inevitable trade-off associated with spacer application. The results of this 

study showed a trend of channel pressure drop increment in the ranges of 0.02–0.07 bar/m 

up to 0.13–0.25 bar/m as the flow velocity was increased (represented by Reynolds number) 

for both empty and spacer filled channels (Fig. 5b). The same trend of increasing pressure 

drop with flow velocity and Reynolds number was reported in previous MD studies [93,94]. 

For instance, a previous MD study [94] showed that pressure drop in spacers could range 

from as low as 0.008 bar/m to over 1.0 bar/m depending on the flow velocity as well as spacer 

characteristics. A 48–200% increment in channel pressure drop was observed with spacer-

filled channels compared to an empty channel. Higher drag force in the presence of spacers 

is associated with the higher channel pressure drop [85,93,94]. This apart, spacer 

characteristics such as spacer hydraulic-diameter also influences the degree of channel 

pressure drop. Hagedorn et al. [94] demonstrated the inverse correlation of channel pressure 

drop and spacer hydraulic-diameter, in which, reduced flow velocity associated with higher 

hydraulic-diameter of the spacer resulted in lower channel pressure drop. Likewise, in this 

study, the channel pressure-drop with the Gyroid spacer (hydraulic diameter of 1.6 mm) was 

lower compared to the tCLP spacer (hydraulic diameter of 1.4 mm). In addition to the 

hydraulic diameter, another spacer characteristic that influences the feed channel pressure 

drop is the flow attack angle [104]. The flow attack angle of the spacer is the angle formed 

between the spacer strands and the fluid flow direction. In the tCLP design, the 

microchannels of the spacer are aligned perpendicular to the flow direction creating 

maximum disruption to the approaching fluid. However, with increasing flow attack angle, 

the pressure drop also increases. This explains the higher permeate flux and pressure drop 

observed with the tCLP spacer. Thus, based on the combined effects of flux enhancement 

and channel pressure drop, the Gyroid spacer demonstrated an overall improved performance 

over the commercial spacer.  
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Figure 5. Performance of empty and spacer-filled channel at varying flow velocities based on (a) permeate 

flux (b) channel pressure drop (figure trend line derived from experimental data from Table S1). 

 

3.2. Influence of spacer design on organic fouling mitigation  

The baseline results established that the incorporation of spacers in DCMD enabled an 

improvement in permeate flux by maintaining a low temperature polarization. The results 

also highlighted that at increased flow velocity, a higher permeate flux was achieved. 

However, at increased flow velocity, a trade-off of channel pressure drop is inevitable, 

especially in the presence of spacers. Based on all these factors, a DCMD operational setting 

of 55 °C feed temperature and 0.13 m/s flow velocity was decided upon for the subsequent 

tests to evaluate the influence of spacers on organic fouling development.  

3.2.1. Process performance 

DCMD tests were conducted for empty and spacer-filled channels using organic (humic acid) 

feed solution. Permeate flux results were compared in terms of the normalized flux (J/Jo). 

The obtained initial permeate fluxes (Jo) of 20.2 ± 2.3 LMH (empty channel), 27.1 ± 1.7 

LMH (commercial spacer-filled channel), 37.5 ± 1.3 LMH (3D Gyroid spacer-filled channel) 

and 44.2 ± 2.4 LMH (3D tCLP spacer-filled channel) were in line with the baseline permeate 

flux results discussed earlier.  

For both empty and spacer-filled channels, the flux performance was relatively consistent 

over the majority of the experiment duration followed by a marginal decline towards the end 

of the experiment (Fig. 6). A similar pattern of marginal decline in permeate fluxes was 
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reported in previous studies [75,99]. In MD, organic foulant tends to predominantly deposit 

onto the membrane surface and minimally on the membrane pores, due to the vapour pressure 

driving force rather than applied pressure. As a result, only marginal flux decline was 

observed. Fig. 6b highlights the improved performance duration achieved with the 

incorporation of 3D spacers. Owing to the enhanced flux performance, both the 3D spacers 

were able to achieve the targeted 85% water recovery within a shorter duration of MD 

operation, i.e., 50–80% of the operational duration needed with that of the commercial 

spacer. Additionally, the final flux decline with the 3D Gyroid spacer (12%) was slightly 

lower than the obtained with the commercial spacer (17%) and empty channel (16%).  

These results suggest that 3D spacer-filled channels were able to improve MD process 

performance. Further, in order to ascertain the influence of spacers on organic deposition 

onto the MD membrane, evaluations were carried out to study the organic mass deposition, 

characteristic of the organic compounds (LC-OCD analysis) and the condition of the used 

membranes such as the hydrophobicity and foulant deposition pattern.   

 

Figure 6. Normalized DCMD permeate flux as a function of (a) water recovery and (b) experiment 

duration for both empty and spacer-filled channels. Conditions: Feed: model humic feed solution, 

Tf = 55.0 ± 2.0 °C, Tp = 22.0 ± 2.0 °C, vf, = vp = 0.13 m/s. 
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3.2.2. Membrane foulant  

For all experimental conditions, a high-quality permeate was obtained throughout the 

experiment duration. The conductivity (10–15 μS/ cm) and organic contents (0.05–0.10 

mg/L) in the final permeate solutions were at trace levels and remained lower than that of the 

initial permeate solutions, corresponding to 98–99% rejection of organics. The results 

indicated that the organics of the feed solution did not penetrate into the membrane pores, as 

also supported by the marginal permeate flux decline pattern (Fig. 6).  

The dissolved organic content of the initial and final feed solution showed that the total 

organic mass contents (Table 3) of the final feed solution with the empty channel and 

commercial spacer-filled channels were 33% and 21% lower, respectively, than the expected 

value corresponding to a seven-fold volume concentration (85% water recovery, VCF 6.7) 

of the organic contents in the initial feed solution. On the contrary, the organic mass content 

of the final feed solutions with the 3D spacer-filled channels was closely similar to the 

expected value for seven-fold volume concentration (85% water recovery, VCF 6.7) of the 

organic contents in the initial feed solution. As only trace level of organics was detected in 

the permeate solutions, the reduced final feed organic contents could presumably be 

attributed to organics deposition onto the feed channel and adhesion onto the membrane as 

organic foulants. Considering that the same operating conditions were applied for all the 

experiments, the organics deposition onto the feed channel would be closely similar between 

empty and spacer-filled channels. However, based on the relatively lower organic mass 

reduction of the feed solutions with 3D spacer-filled channels (3–8%), it would be reasonable 

to infer that organic losses by deposition on the feed channel was minimal. Hence, the 

significant organic mass losses within the empty channel and commercial spacer-filled 

channels (21–33%) could most likely be attributed to organic foulant adhesion onto the 

membrane surface.  
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Table 3: Feed solution organic mass balance for empty and spacer-filled channel DCMD operated with 

model humic acid solution (initial feed solution volume -1.70 L; final feed solution volume - 0.25 L). 

DCMD 

Operating 

condition 

Spacer type 

Feed solution organic 

concentration (mg/L) 

Feed solution organic 

mass (mg) 
Organic mass 

reduction (%) 
Initial Final Initial Final 

Empty 

channel 
None 19.50±0.75 87.27±0.62 33.15±0.45 22.08±0.51 33.4 

Spacer-filled 

channel 

Commercial 19.50±0.75 102.96±0.71 33.15±0.45 26.05±0.60 21.4 

3D Gyroid 19.50±0.75 127.63±0.60 33.15±0.45 32.29±0.33 2.6 

3D tCLP 19.50±0.75 120.75±0.57 33.15±0.45 30.55±0.41 7.8 

 

Analysis of the organic characteristics of the initial feed solution affirmed that it 

predominantly consisted of humics (Fig. 7). Meanwhile, the final feed solutions of the empty 

and spacer-filled channels displayed some variation in organic characteristics. The final feed 

solution with empty channel showed a pattern of low humic peak with a substantially higher 

peak of building blocks. On the other hand, the organic characteristics of the final feed 

solution with spacer-filled channels maintained the same pattern as the initial feed solution, 

containing major peaks of humics with minor portions of low molecular weight (LMW) 

organics.  

Overall, the organic analyses of the feed solutions indicated that the presence of spacers in 

MD plays a significant role in organic fouling deposition pattern. Specifically, 3D spacers 

showed significantly lower organic mass losses compared to commercial spacers. Overall, 

the organic analyses of the feed solutions strongly indicated that the presence of spacers in 

MD play a significant role in organic fouling deposition pattern. The 3D spacers, in 

particular, showed significantly lower organic mass losses compared to commercial spacers. 

This observation was in line with recent studies that analyzed membrane fouling 

development with spacer filled channels [105–107]. For instance, Wu et al. [107] explored 

the role of 3D spacers in membrane fouling mitigation and highlighted that the design and 

orientation of 3D spacers resulted in lower fouling by 25% compared to 2D spacers. 

Likewise, a simulation MD study observed that membrane fouling occurs in small isolated 

regions with spacer-filled channels compared to empty-channel attributed to uniform resident 

time and induction of the feed solution with the incorporation of spacers [105]. Further, the 
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feed solution organic characteristics results with LC-OCD imply that spacers play a role in 

reducing the breakdown of humics to low molecular weight. To further substantiate this 

observation and to understand the correlations between different spacer types and organic 

fouling development in MD, organic characteristics of the foulant deposited onto the 

membrane were analyzed. 

 

Figure 7. LC-OCD chromatogram of initial and final humic feed solution for empty and spacer-

filled channels (BP- Biopolymers, HS- Humic substances, BB- Building blocks, LMW –Low 

molecular weight organics). 

 

Foulant deposition on the surface of the used membrane was visibly different with empty and 

spacer-filled channels (Fig. 8a). The used membrane in the empty channel, showed 

significant brown deposition while less deposition was observed in spacer-filled channels, 

especially with 3D spacers. The SEM images (Fig. 8b) showed the presence of large colloid-

like deposits on the used membrane with the empty channel. Comparatively, only small and 

scattered deposits were observed on the used membrane with spacer-filled channels. 

The hydrophobicity of the virgin and used membrane surfaces were measured using water 

contact angle. The used membrane with empty channels showed the lowest water contact 

angle (70.2 ± 1.3°), with a 50% hydrophobicity reduction compared to the virgin membrane 

(139.5 ± 1.7°). Meanwhile, the used membranes with both commercial and 3D tCLP spacers 
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showed similar hydrophobicity reduction in the range of 33–36%. On the other hand, the 

used membrane with 3D Gyroid spacer-filled channel retained the highest contact angle (only 

13% hydrophobicity reduction) compared to the other used membranes, and its 

hydrophobicity was restored closely to the original condition with membrane cleaning (batch 

membrane cleaning). These results suggest that the low foulant deposition with 3D Gyroid 

spacer-filled channels enabled the membrane hydrophobicity to be restored closely to its 

original condition, even as the organic concentration in the feed solution was increased by 

more than 100 mg/L.  

 

Figure 8. Membrane surface morphology showing (a) foulant deposition on the used membranes 

(b) high magnified SEM images of the used membrane upon DCMD operation with empty and 

spacer-filled channels using model humic acid solution (SEM image scale bar = 100 μm). 

 

LC-OCD chromatograms of the membrane foulant (extracted from the membrane at the end 

of the experiment) are presented in Fig. 9. The results showed that the foulant deposited on 

the used membranes predominantly consisted of LMW organics. This was in line with the 

observation from our previous studies that established the tendency of humics to break down 

to LMW organics in MD operation and thereafter, for LWM organics to deposit onto the 

hydrophobic membrane [78,100]. This was attributed to the thermal condition in MD as well 
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as the hydrophilic-hydrophobic attraction tendency between the foulant and the hydrophobic 

membrane. Given that the thermal condition was the same for all these four experiments, it 

is likely that the presence of the spacers may have acted as a barrier that reduced the 

hydrophilic-hydrophobic attraction between the MD membrane and the foulant. Therefore, 

the breakdown of humics was reduced in the scenarios with spacer-filled channels. Due to 

the barrier created by spacers, the tendency of humics breaking down to LMW organics in 

the feed solution was reduced, as observed with the feed solution organics characteristics 

analysis (Fig. 7). Hence, less LMW organics are deposited onto the membrane with spacer-

filled channels. This tendency was especially apparent with 3D spacers and this could be due 

to their higher surface area coverage compared to commercial spacers (Table 2). The 

deposition of LMW organics onto the membrane is associated with membrane 

hydrophobicity reduction. In line with this, the substantially high LMW organics deposition 

on the used membrane with the empty channel resulted in significantly higher contact angle 

reduction (Table 4). The lower deposition of LMW organics on the membrane with spacer-

filled channels could be due to the spacers acting as a barrier between the membrane and the 

concentrated feed solution.  

 

Figure 9. LC-OCD chromatogram representing membrane foulant composition upon operation in 

empty and spacer-filled channels (BP- Biopolymers, HS- Humic substances, BB- Building blocks, 

LMW –Low molecular weight organics). 
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Table 4: Water contact angle of MD membrane (virgin, used and DI water cleaned) for empty and 

spacer-filled channel DCMD operation with model humic acid solution (Contact angle of new/virgin 

membrane = 139.5 ± 1.7°). 

DCMD operating condition Spacer type 

Membrane water contact angle (°) 

Used membrane (upon 

85% water recovery) 

a Cleaned membrane (DI 

water) 

Empty channel None 70.2 ± 1.3 115.4 ± 0.8 

Spacer-filled channel 

Commercial 87.5 ± 1.5 129.7 ± 1.7 

3D Gyroid 119.3 ± 1.0 132.2 ± 2.0 

3D tCLP 91.4 ± 1.7 123.3 ± 1.1 

a Batch membrane cleaning (method as reported previously). 

 

3.2.3. Effect on fouling deposition patterns 

Overall, the results indicated that the application of spacers (both commercial as well as 3D 

spacers) in MD resulted in lower fouling deposition compared to the empty channel. This 

could be related to the higher turbulence created by spacers. Higher turbulence disrupts the 

boundary layer close to the membrane (polarization effect) and enhances shear stress as 

established by a number of CFD modeling studies [85,93,105]. Higher shear stress is directly 

associated with reduced fouling deposition onto the membrane [90,108]. 

Meanwhile, compared to the commercial spacer-filled channel, both the 3D spacers showed 

reduced fouling intensity, based on the lower foulant deposition on the membrane (Table 3 

and Fig. 8) as well as the lower reduction in membrane hydrophobicity (Table 4). This could 

be attributed to two factors, enhanced turbulence, and reduced dead zones. Firstly, compared 

to the commercial spacer, 3D spacers resulted in higher turbulence at the same feed velocity 

as reflected by the higher permeate fluxes achieved (Fig. 5a). The higher turbulence in 3D 

spacers is attributed to the non-uniform/varying filament thickness and smaller hydraulic 

diameter characteristics of the 3D spacers. In a simulation study, Taamenh and Bataineh [93] 

showed that significantly higher average shear stress was achieved by varying the top and 

bottom filament angle and when the angle of the spacers was closer to 90°. Hagedorn et al. 

[94] indicated that spacers with irregular filament surface and varying filament thickness 

contributed to better heat transfer efficiency and flow mixing. The higher turbulence and 

mixing with enhanced shear stress on the membrane surface with 3D spacers can be 
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associated with the lower fouling deposition. Secondly, the factor of dead zone (restricted 

flow area) could likely contribute to higher fouling deposition onto the commercial spacer 

compared to the 3D spacers. Dead zone occurs when a spacer is in direct contact with the 

membrane which restricts flow velocity and accumulates deposits close to the membrane 

[90,92]. Compared to a commercial spacer, 3D spacers are designed with TPMS topographies 

to generate surfaces (mean curvature of zero) with minimal contact area to the membrane 

[90]. The lower contact area to the membrane with 3D spacers reduces dead zone and results 

in lower fouling intensity compared to commercial spacers. Sreedhar et al. [90] observed 

higher biofouling development on RO membrane incorporated with commercial spacers than 

3D spacers and this was attributed to the tendency of biofoulants to adhere especially around 

the contact area (dead zone) between the commercial spacer and the membrane. 

In comparing the fouling performance with 3D spacer-filled channels, lower membrane 

fouling intensity was observed with Gyroid spacer over tCLP spacer on the basis of lower 

foulant mass deposition on the membrane (Table 3) as well as restored membrane 

hydrophobicity (Table 4). The variation in fouling deposition pattern between Gyroid and 

tCLP spacer could be explained in terms of their different design characteristics. Lower 

surface area/volume (Table 2) value of Gyroid (7.1 mm-1) compared to tCLP (13.9 mm-1) 

indicates that for a given channel volume the Gyroid spacer offers a lower surface area for 

foulant adhesion and entrapment. This translates to reduced dead zone and accumulation of 

foulants onto the membrane with Gyroid spacer. Spacer voidage (porosity) is also an 

important characteristic that influences spacer performance. However, in this case, the 

voidage for both the 3D spacers (Gyroid - 84%, tCLP - 88%) are closely similar. On the other 

hand, in closely examining the design of both spacers, the skeletal-based structure of the 

Gyroid spacer resembles a zigzag cubic shape with an infinite smooth surface. This condition 

most likely creates a wave-like flow mechanism that does not potentially retain the foulant. 

Comparatively, tCLP is a tetragonal sheet/layer which resembles a ‘pocket’ like shape. In the 

case of tCLP, the channels or protrusions aligned perpendicular to the feed flow direction 

creates high turbulence, which results in significantly higher permeate flux compared to 

Gyroid (Fig. 5a). However, it is highly likely that the combination of this turbulence in the 

presence of the pocket like shape promotes higher affinity for deposition of foulant onto the 

membrane as depicted in Fig. 10. Likewise, a recent study evaluating the performance of 
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vibrating 3D spacers, reported on the superior membrane fouling mitigating by wave-like 

spacer compared to hill-like spacer (a similar resemblance to the tCLP pocket like shape) 

[106]. In that study, Tan et al. [106] highlighted that although hill-like spacer does 

demonstrate higher local velocity, the protrusions of wave like spacers creates large fluid 

movement, which enhances the overall shear along the membrane, resulting in higher fouling 

mitigation. 

 

Fig. 10. Depiction of fouling deposition mechanism in DCMD with 3D spacer-filled channel 

 

In summary, although tCLP spacer-filled channel allowed to achieve enhanced permeate 

fluxes compared to the other spacers, the organic fouling evaluation highlights that the best 

fouling mitigation capacity was with the 3D Gyroid spacer. Moreover, the lower channel 

pressure drop of 3D Gyroid spacer is an added advantage over the tCLP spacer. 

 

3.3. Practical spacer application for wastewater treatment in MD. 

Based on the above factors, conditions that emulate actual treatment and fouling pattern (high 

organic contents in the presence of inorganic salts) is necessary to further substantiate and 

establish the role and practical application of 3D Gyroid spacer-filled channel towards 

fouling mitigation in MD. For this reason, evaluations were carried out with wastewater RO 

concentrate that contains high organics (similar to the model organic solutions) in a mixed 

composition with carbonate based inorganic salts (majorly Na, Ca, Mg) as listed in Table 1. 

At the same time, low organics wastewater RO concentrate (organic contents reduced 

through GAC adsorption) while maintaining the same inorganic salt concentration was used 

to compare and establish the role of organics in wastewater treatment with MD operation. 

Aspects such as permeate flux and quality and fouling pattern, potential pre-treatment 
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requirement for enhancing the membrane durability as well as the adhesion of foulant onto 

the spacer and its reversible and reuse capacity was studied in detail. 

3.3.1. Process performance 

DCMD experiments with actual wastewater RO concentrate using both empty and Gyroid 

spacer-filled channels achieved initial permeate fluxes of 19.5 ± 1.7 LMH (empty channel) 

and 37.0 ± 0.4 LMH (3D Gyroid spacer-filled channel for high and low organics), closely 

similar to the initial fluxes with model organic solution (as reported previously). However, 

at 85% water recovery, permeate fluxes declined by 21–27% (Fig. 11), which was almost 

two times higher compared to the 12–15% permeate flux decline rates with model organic 

solution (Fig. 6). Further, the low organic wastewater RO concentrate (with 1.5 ± 0.5 mg/L 

organics) exhibited similar permeate flux trend as the actual wastewater RO concentrate 

(with 20.3 ± 0.7 mg/L organics) (Fig. 11). These results suggest that, under the selected 

operating conditions, the inorganic ions at high saturation (concentration) levels in 

wastewater RO concentrate played a more dominant role in influencing the mass transport 

mechanism in DCMD rather than the organic contents. 

 

Fig. 11. DCMD permeate fluxes as a function of water recovery rate with empty and 3D Gyroid 

spacer-filled channels for wastewater RO concentrate treatment (Tf = 55.0 ± 2.0 °C, Tp = 22.0 ± 2.0 

°C, vf,vp = 0.13 m/s) (Initial permeate fluxes: 19.5 ± 1.7 LMH (empty channel) and 37.0 ± 0.4 LMH 

(3D Gyroid spacer-filled channel for high and low organics)). 
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In terms of permeate quality, the final permeate conductivity (18–22 µS/cm) increased 

slightly compared to the initial permeate conductivity (10–15 μS/cm) for the case scenario 

of empty channel. The rise in permeate conductivity reflected that partial wetting may have 

occurred. On the other hand, the operation with Gyroid spacer-filled channels did not show 

any increment in permeate conductivity, indicating the stability of the performance up to 85% 

water recovery rate. 

Table 5: Water contact angle of the membranes (virgin, used and cleaned) for empty and 3D Gyroid 

spacer-filled channels DCMD operation with wastewater RO concentrate (Contact angle of 

new/virgin membrane = 139.5 ± 1.7°). 

DCMD operating 

condition 

Wastewater RO 

concentrate 

Membrane water contact angle (°) 

Used membrane 
a Cleaned Membrane 

DI water Acid (0.1%) 

Empty channel High organics 5.2 ± 2.7 7.4 ± 0.8 10.4 ± 0.8 

3D Gyroid spacer 
High organics 50.5 ± 1.3 61.2 ± 1.2 88.4 ± 1.4 

Low organics 66.3 ± 1.1 87.2 ± 1.3 129.7 ± 1.7 
a Batch membrane cleaning (method as reported previously). 

 

3.3.2. Membrane foulant 

The used membrane with empty channel showed large mud colloid like mixture of humics 

with inorganic salt crystals (Fig. 12a). The crystal shape and EDX element analysis 

established CaCO3 as the main inorganic scalant. Comparatively, the used membrane with 

3D Gyroid spacer displayed only small isolated regions containing colloidal foulant (Fig. 

12b). In the case of low organic wastewater RO concentrate, the used membrane with 3D 

Gyroid spacer showed a different pattern with small scattered foulants that were loosely 

deposited onto the membrane (Fig. 12c). 

In terms of membrane hydrophobicity, the used membrane with empty channel resulted in 

more than 95–97% contact angle reduction compared to the virgin membrane (Fig. 12a and 

Table 5). The high hydrophobicity loss could be correlated to the partial wetting phenomena, 

based on the permeate conductivity increment as reported above. Moreover, membrane 

cleaning (batch membrane cleaning) with neither water nor acid could restore the membrane, 

indicating irreversible fouling. It is also worth mentioning that the high humic content as a 

single solute (Table 4) minimally affected the membrane hydrophobicity and the membrane 

condition was easily reversed with only water cleaning. These results suggest that treating 
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and concentrating actual wastewater RO concentrate containing high humics mixed with 

inorganic ions is a challenge and would detrimentally affect the long-term performance of 

MD. Compared to the used membrane with empty channel, the incorporation of 3D Gyroid 

spacer resulted in less membrane hydrophobicity loss (57–60% contact angle reduction to 

the virgin membrane) (Fig. 12b and Table 5). This highlights the importance of 3D Gyroid 

spacer as a barrier that improved MD performance for wastewater treatment. Nevertheless, 

in attaining 85% water recovery (highly concentrated wastewater), reversing the foulant 

deposition and membrane hydrophobicity was still a challenge. Meanwhile, the combination 

of low organic wastewater RO concentrate with the incorporation of 3D Gyroid spacer was 

effective in enabling to achieve high water recovery while restoring the membrane 

hydrophobicity with acid membrane cleaning. These results clearly indicated the necessity 

for a simple organic pre-treatment such as GAC filtration [78,109] to maintain a stable MD 

performance in treating wastewater containing high organics. 
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Figure 12. SEM-EDX and contact angle of the used MD membrane using wastewater RO 

concentrate with (a) empty channel (high organics) (b) 3D Gyroid spacer-filled channel (high 

organics) and (c) 3D Gyroid spacer-filled channel (low organics) (SEM image scale bar = 300 μm). 

 

Overall, the mentioned evaluation highlighted the capacity of MD to treat wastewater RO 

concentrate and achieve high water recovery (85%) through a combination of GAC pre-

treatment of wastewater (low organics wastewater) and the use of 3D Gyroid spacer-filled 

channels. Nevertheless, to establish the performance of MD for wastewater treatment, 

practical aspects such as cleaning-in-place (cleaning the membrane and spacer while it is in 

the module) as well as evaluation of membrane and spacer reuse capacity must be carried 

out. These aspects are discussed in the subsequent section. 

 

3.3.3. Membrane and spacer reuse capacity 

Three repeated MD cycles with low organic wastewater RO concentrate using the same 

membrane and 3D Gyroid spacer were carried out to establish the performance of MD for 

wastewater treatment. At the end of each cycle, cleaning-in-place (cleaning the membrane 

and spacer while it is the module) with water and chemical (0.1% citric acid with water 

flushing) was carried out to determine the reuse capacity of both the membrane as well as the 

spacer. 
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Figure 13. Repeated cycles of DCMD with 3D Gyroid spacer-filled channel using low organics 

wastewater RO concentrate with cleaning-in-place (DI water and citric acid) at the end of each cycle. 

 

The results showed the capability of MD incorporated with 3D spacers to achieve high water 

recovery (85%) while maintaining stable permeate fluxes with low organic wastewater RO 

concentrate in three repeated cycles with cleaning-in-place (Fig. 13). However, compared to 

the water membrane cleaning (final average contact angle = 87.2 ± 1.7°), acid membrane 

cleaning was effective in maintaining the membrane hydrophobicity (final average contact 

angle = 130.7 ± 1.7°) close to the virgin membrane (average contact angle = 139.5 ± 1.7°) 

(Fig. 14). Likewise, the SEM images showed the presence of visible foulant deposition on 

the membrane with DI water cleaning. 

 

Figure 14. Condition of the used membranes after three repeated DCMD cycles (low organic 

wastewater RO concentrate treatment feed solution with 3D Gyroid spacer-filled channels) upon 

cleaning-in-place with water and acid compared to the virgin membrane (SEM image scale bar = 

200 μm). 
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Meanwhile, minimal deposition was visible on the acid cleaned membrane (closely 

resembling the virgin membrane). It is also worth mentioning that the membrane contact 

angle results with the cleaning-in-place were closely similar to the batch membrane cleaning 

(Table 5), indicating the suitability of a simple cleaning-in-place approach for maintaining 

the membrane in MD operation. Both the cleaning-in-place and batch membrane cleaning 

results indicated the necessity for a simple acid membrane cleaning for reversing foulant 

deposition and maintaining the membrane durability to achieve repeated cycles of MD 

operation for wastewater treatment. 

 

Figure 15. Condition of spacer (a) upon wastewater RO concentrate operation (b) upon cleaning 

in place in DCMD (image scale bar = 0.5 cm). 

 

Foulant deposition on the 3D Gyroid spacer was evident from its condition observed upon 

DCMD operation (Fig. 15a). This is because the spacer acts as a barrier between the 

concentrated feed solution and the membrane, which is favorable in reducing foulant 

deposition onto the membrane. Nevertheless, inevitably, foulant tends to deposit onto the 

spacer. Hence, it is highly pertinent to evaluate foulant reversibility and reuse capacity of the 

spacer. The results of the study showed minimal foulant deposition (Fig. 15b) on the spacer 

used for three repeated cycles of MD operation. This established the effectiveness of a simple 

cleaning-in-place for reversing foulants on the spacer. The ease of reversing foulant on the 

spacer could be attributed to the spacer design and material type that tend to repel foulant 

from adhering strongly on it. The reverse fouling and reuse capacity of the 3D Gyroid spacer 

established its suitability to be incorporated in MD for enhancing its performance for 

wastewater treatment. 
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4. Conclusions 

This study evaluated the influence of 3D printed spacers in improving MD performance and 

organic fouling development for treating wastewater. Overall, the results of the study 

highlighted that: 

• 3D spacers (Gyroid and tCLP) enabled to significantly enhance the performance of 

MD (up to 200% increase in permeate flux and energy efficiency) compared to the 

empty channel and up to 30–70% improved flux performance relative to the 

commercial spacer. This was attributed to the unique features of 3D spacers that 

enhanced turbulence and mass transfer. The trade-off of higher channel pressure drop 

with 3D spacers is inevitable. 

• 3D Gyroid spacer showed better organic fouling mitigation capacity (based on the 

membrane hydrophobicity and lower organic mass deposition) compared to tCLP and 

this was attributed to the tortuous spacer design that can repel foulants; 

• Treating and concentrating actual wastewater RO concentrate using MD without 

spacer resulted in partial wetting with significant and irreversible foulant deposition 

onto the membrane. This is attributed to the presence of organics in mixed 

constituents with inorganic ions, as the membrane foulant with singe solute organics 

(humics feed solution) was highly reversible; 

• Repeated cycle of MD operation with a combination of low organics wastewater RO 

concentrate with 3D Gyroid spacer and cleaning-inplace established the importance 

of (i) a simple pretreatment to reduce organic content (ii) 3D spacers as a foulant 

barrier (ii) cleaning-in-place, for achieving high recovery rate and stable longterm 

MD operation with wastewater; and 

• Cleaning-in-place established the foulant reversibility and reuse capacity of 3D 

Gyroid spacer in MD. 
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Chapter IV: Forward Osmosis–Membrane Distillation 

economic assessment: An application for acid mine drainage 

 

❖ This chapter corresponds to a research paper submitted in the Journal of Membrane 

Science. Nevertheless, some article results were presented previously in Chapter II; these 

results will be refenced to avoid repeating information. 

 

Abstract 

Contamination of water bodies by concentrated wastewater from the mining industry affects 

global freshwater availability, especially in arid zones like northern Chile. Acid mine 

drainage (AMD) is acidic wastewater, rich in dissolved metal sulfates and salts, making it 

very dangerous if it reaches water resources. A real AMD from a contaminated river in 

northern Chilean was used in this study. The objective of this work was to evaluate an 

economic projection of a Forward Osmosis–Membrane Distillation (FO-MD) process versus 

a Forward Osmosis–Reverse Osmosis (FO-RO) for the treatment of saline wastewater with 

an emphasis on water recovery. FO-MD continuous assays (12 hours) were performed using 

AMD solution as feed, achieving an initial flux of 25 LMH with FO. Nevertheless, fouling 

was observed since early beginnings, decreasing the flux up to 8 LMH after 12 hours. MD 

was used as a draw solute recovery stage, and the experimental flux remains stable around 

10 LMH up to 4 hours without signs of fouling or scaling. Different economic models were 

developed for FO-MD and FO-RO and using steam and thermal-fluid as MD heat sources. 

The cost assessment showed that under the studied conditions, the thermal-fluid FO-MD 

investment could be recovered in 1.7 years. The FO-RO model revealed to be more profitable 

than FO-MD with a payback period of around a year. Results from the economic assessment 

revealed that if a waste-heat source is available, the FO-MD operation cost would be lower 

than FO-RO, even with today's high FO/MD membrane purchase cost. 

Keywords: Reverse osmosis, cost estimation, deterministic analysis.  
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List of abbreviations 

ACC Annualized Capital Cost [$/year] 

AOC Annualized Operation Cost [$/year] 

AMD Acid Mine Drainage 

CAPEX Capital Expenditure (cost) [$] 

DCC Direct Capital Cost [$] 

DCMD Direct Contact Membrane Distillation 

DEEP Desalination Economic Evaluation Program  

DS Draw Solution 

ERD Energy Recovery Device  

FO Forward Osmosis 

FS Feed Solution 

HX Heat Exchanger 

ICC Indirect Capital Cost [$] 

IRR Internal Rate of Return [%] 

Jw Membrane water flux [L*m-2*h-1 = LMH] 

MD Membrane Distillation 

MED Multi-Effect Distillation  

MSF Multi-Stage Flash distillation 

NPV Net Present Value [$] 

OPEX Operation and maintenance Expenditures (cost) [$/year] 

P Pumping Pressure [bar] 

PP Payback Period [year] 

Qperm Permeate flow rate [L/day] 

Qplant Plant flow rate [L/day] 

RHX Recovery Heat Exchanger 

RO Reverse Osmosis 

Sdiffusion Specific reverse salt diffusion [g/L] 

SECMD Specific thermal Energy Consumption [kJ/day] 

SF Size correction Factor [-] 

TCC Total Capital Cost [$] 

TDS Total Dissolved Solids [mg/L] 

WC Water production Cost [$/m3] 

ΔT Temperature difference  

ηp Pump efficiency [%] 
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1. Introduction 

Wastewater production has increased exponentially since the industrial revolution, 

contaminating water bodies, and reducing freshwater availability [5]. The mining industry is 

well known for including processes with high water consumption, generating large amounts 

of acid wastewaters. Acid mine drainage (AMD) is highly acidic wastewater, rich in 

dissolved ferrous and non-ferrous metal sulfates and salts, produced as a result of mining 

activities. AMD composition will be subjected to the content of heavy metals and minerals 

of the original geology (Chapter II, Table 1)  [8].  

Saline wastewaters, such as AMD, tend to have high concentrations of organic and/or 

inorganic compounds, making them difficult to treat using conventional treatment methods 

(Multi-Stage Flash, Multiple-Effect or Vapor-Compression Distillation), which generally 

have low salt-tolerance [7,110]. Desalinization techniques like membrane separation have 

reached adequate treatment standards for this kind of wastewater [111]. Depending on their 

quality, the treated effluents can be reused for industrial applications, irrigation, and even as 

a source for drinking water [14]. 

Forward osmosis (FO) is an emerging membrane technology based on the osmosis 

phenomenon, in which a semipermeable membrane is placed between two solutions of 

different chemical potentials, a feed (FS) and a draw solution (DS). Concentration difference 

between solutions drives water from the FS through the membrane to the high concentrated 

DS [112]. FO is gaining ground against conventional desalination processes like reverse 

osmosis (RO) because of its lower energy consumption and lower pre and post-treatment 

costs [15]. FO has been used successfully in a variety of wastewaters, such as municipal 

sewage [17–20,113] or oil-gas produced water [114]. The evaluation of water recovery from 

AMD using FO was performed for the first time by Vital et al. (2018) [21].  

Although FO can achieve high rejection ratios for heavy metals [21], it has a significant 

drawback: it requires a coupled DS regeneration unit or re-concentration step. The separation 

and recovery of the DS require an additional processing unit, and its energy demand remains 

a significant challenge for water treatment applications [35]. At present, some strategies for 
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DS recovery are Reverse Osmosis [115][116], Thermal Concentration [117–120], and 

Membrane Distillation [121]. Each one of these alternatives has advantages and 

disadvantages regarding the energy-demand and fluid's saline concentration level.  In this 

context, Membrane Distillation (MD) may provide an interesting alternative to draw solution 

recovery. MD involves water evaporation in the pores of a hydrophobic microporous 

membrane  [6]. The water vapor then passes through the membrane from a hot feed solution 

to cold liquid water, as a result of coupled heat and mass transfer processes [23]. Unlike FO, 

MD driving force is the vapor pressure gradient (temperature-related), rather than the osmotic 

pressure gradient [24]. Vapour pressure is only slightly affected by concentrations of 

dissolved salts [6], making MD a suitable alternative for the recovery of highly concentrated 

DS from the FO step. MD is a low-temperature distillation process [6], that can operate with 

a low-temperature gradient (10-15°C). This low-temperature operation condition makes MD 

a strong contestant against classical thermal systems like Multi-effect distillation (MED) and 

multi-stage flash (MSF) distillation, which are high energy demanding [122]. 

The most common MD setups are Direct Contact MD, Air Gap MD, Sweeping Gas MD, and 

Vacuum MD. Nevertheless,  Direct Contact MD (DCMD) setup is the most used 

configuration, mainly due to its simplicity, lower energy requirements, and higher fluxes 

[123]. In DCMD, the inlet solution (hot) and the outlet or permeate solution (cold) are in 

direct contact with the membrane. The DCMD setup was selected for this study. 

Among potential configurations involving FO, the FO-MD alternative has been less 

explored. It consists of a FO module for extracting clean water from the feed solution 

(wastewater) and an MD module for re-concentration of the FO diluted draw solution, 

producing high purity water at the same time [124]. The FO-MD configuration combines the 

strengths of both processes: high element rejection with a low membrane fouling and a high 

product water quality with high draw solution recovery [25]. 

The FO-MD setup has been evaluated in a wide variety of wastewaters: oil industry [36–38], 

landfill leachate [39], municipal wastewater and urine [40,41], seawater/brackish 

desalination [42,43] and pharmaceutics industry wastewaters [44]. Much of the FO-MD 

researches are lab-scale, which brings uncertainty to assess a fair comparison with RO based 

systems. Few economic studies have dealt with FO-MD in recent years [121,125,126]. 
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However, no study was found combining practical experimentation with an economic 

assessment for an FO-MD setup to reclaim water from AMD. 

The objective of this work is to evaluate an economic projection of an FO-MD process, using 

FO-RO as a comparison baseline, for the treatment of saline wastewater with an emphasis on 

water recovery. Research involved experimental activities for the determination of FO water 

flux, using real acid mine drainage as feed, and different NaCl solutions as DS. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1.  Technological and Economic assessment 

A large-scale FO-MD plant was designed for wastewater treatment and water reclamation 

from an AMD effluent. The AMD was obtained from a northern Chile river that receives the 

acid leaching from a nearby copper mine (Chapter II, Table 1). The plant design was based 

on previous experimental flux results and selected operation conditions from Chapter II (1M 

NaCl at 60°C), and the technical and economic data presented in Tables 1 & 2. The plant 

capacity used in the FO-MD design was based on the 2018 recovered-water demands data 

from the Collahuasi mining company [127].  

Two FO-MD configurations were proposed, one with a steam boiler and one with a thermal-

fluid heater (Figure 1a). Two different heat exchangers (HX) were used for each 

configuration. A recovery heat exchangers (RHX) coupled with a gas-liquid HX for the steam 

alternative and an RHX with liquid-liquid HX for the thermal-fluid variant. Figure 1b shows 

the different temperatures used in the different heat exchanger (HX) designs. The mentioned 

FO-MD designs were compared with a projected FO-RO plant (Figure 2). The FO stage 

design was the same for both configurations. 

The land cost was not included in this assessment because the designed treatment plant is 

assumed to be placed inside the property of the mining processing facility. The inputs for the 

technological and economic models are presented in Tables 1 & 2. Every cost included in 

this study was in US dollars. 
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(a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 1. FO-MD proposed setup for economic evaluation: a) FO-MD Plant overview, b) 

Temperatures used for the heat exchanger designs.  

 

 

Figure 2. FO-RO proposed setup for economic evaluation. 
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Table 1. Technical Model Inputs  

Parameter Value Unit Reference  

Plant feed (QPlant) 29848 m3/day [127] 

Feed recovery (R) 50 % This research 

Plant permeate (QPerm) 14924 m3/day [127] 

Plant lifetime (TPlant Life) 20 years [128] 

Plant availability (TPlant Av) 90 % [129] 

FO Membrane flux (Jw) 13 LMH Chapter II 

MD Membrane flux (Jw) 10 LMH Chapter II 

NaCl Draw solute concentration (DS) 1 M Chapter II 

Temp. MD Module Feed Inlet (TFeed In)  60 °C This research 

Temp. MD Module Permeate Outlet (TPerm Out)  30 °C This research 

Temp. Thermal-fluid HX Inlet (Tin) (Figure 2b) 300 °C This research 

Temp. Thermal-fluid HX Outlet (Tout) (Figure 2b) 70 °C This research 

Temp. Steam HX Inlet (Tin) (Figure 2b) 170 °C This research 

Temp. Steam HX Outlet (Tout) (Figure 2b) 70 °C This research 

Temp. Recovery HX Inlet (Tin) (Figure 2b) 55 °C This research 

Temp. Recovery HX Outlet (Tout) (Figure 2b) 20 °C This research 

 

Table 2. Model Economic Inputs  

Parameter Value Unit Reference  

Interest rate 5 % [129] 

Amortization factor 0.065 - Calculated  

Electricity price (CElect) 0.1 $/kWh [130] 

Water price (CWater) 5.52 $/m3 [131] 

NaCl draw solute cost (CSolute) 2.27 $/kg Bulk purchase 

NaCl draw solute cost (CSolute) 0.1 $/kg Lab-scale purchase 

FO membrane-module cost (CFO Memb) 140 $/m2 This research 

MD membrane-module cost (CMD Memb) 120 $/m2 This research 

RO membrane-module cost (CRO Modules) 950 $/unit [132] 

RO vessels cost (CRO Vessels) 1812 $/unit [132] 

Welded plate exchangers (thermal fluid-liquid) 81 $/m2 [133] 

Welded plate exchangers (liquid-liquid) 42 $/m2 [133] 

U-tube heat exchanger cost (steam-liquid) 230 $/m2 [133] 

 

For comparing FO-MD and FO-RO, economic parameters were divided into capital 

expenditure (CAPEX) and operation and maintenance expenditures (OPEX).  The CAPEX 
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assessment divides into direct and indirect costs. Direct cost includes land purchase, 

infrastructure, pretreatment, equipment, and installation cost. On the other hand, indirect cost 

includes salaries and wages, insurance, administration costs, and construction overheads 

[129,134]. Indirect cost was assumed to be 30% of the total direct cost [128].  

The OPEX consists of costs of energy (heating and electricity), equipment replacement, 

chemicals, labor, and routine maintenance [129] and is usually presented as an annual cost.  

 

2.1.1. Capital cost (CAPEX) 

The CAPEX are one-time expenses, like the first membrane-module purchases, heat 

exchangers, pumps, piping, electric installation, and measuring instrumentation. 

I. Membrane and Module 

The membrane area for FO and MD was calculated based on the desired permeate flow rate 

(QPerm) and FO and MD experimental membrane flux (Jw) (Table 1).  FO and MD membrane 

representative cost corresponds to the purchase price of an entire module. For FO, the values 

oscillated between 20 and 1000 $/m2 [15,121,132,135–142]. MD purchase prices ranged 

from 30 to 350 $/m2 [121,125,128,134,136,143–150]. The representative membrane-module 

cost was selected using the mean cost value from all mentioned economic studies (Table 2). 

A different approach was applied to estimate the RO membrane capital cost. The number of 

required elements (membrane modules) and pressure vessels was calculated using different 

RO design software: IMS Design from Hydranautics [151] CSMPRO 6 by CSM [152], Q+ 

by LG [153], DS2 by Toray [154], and WinFlows by Suez [155]. Results from RO design 

software were averaged (Table 3), and these mean values multiplied by their respective 

purchase cost [132] (Tables 2). 

II. Draw solute 

FO draw solute (NaCl) has to be considered either a capital cost as well as an operational 

cost (replenish draw solute cost). Replenish draw solute cost was analyzed in the OPEX 

section. Draw capital cost calculation was determined by multiplying the unitary draw cost 

by the total volume of the draw solution tank. See Appendix A and Table B1 for further 

supporting information. 
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III. Energy recovery devices: heat exchangers (HX) and pressure exchanger (PX) 

Heat exchangers (HX) are frequently used in thermal processes in order to reduce the external 

energy supply, decreasing the overall operation cost. For decreasing the system energy 

consumption, proposed FO-MD plants (Figure 1a) were designed using two different 

combinations of heat exchangers: a steam HX with recovery RHX, and a thermal-fluid HX 

with a recovery RHX (Figure 1b). The steam and thermal-fluid HX take heat from a steam 

boiler or a thermal fluid heater and transmit the heat to the MD feed solution, which is the 

diluted draw solution from the FO stage. On the other hand, the RHX is meant to recover the 

latent heat from the MD permeate once it exits the module with a portion of the feed solution 

temperature. The RHX was designed to decrease the system heat requirement, reducing 

operation costs. For more details, see Appendix A and Table B1 for supporting information. 

IV. Reverse Osmosis system 

In the case of RO based systems like FO-RO (Figure 2) and single RO, the main cost is the 

high-pressure pumping electric cost. For this reason, RO systems are usually designed with 

a pressure exchanger as an energy recovery device to reduce the plant pumping costs 

(Appendix Table B1).  

 

2.1.2. Operation cost (OPEX) 

The OPEX are annualized expenses, which include operation and maintenance, membrane 

replacement, labor, energy (electricity, thermal or fossil), and consumables like draw solute 

in an FO driven treatment plant. Other operation cost like labor, chemicals, and maintenance 

and were estimated based on bibliography costs [129,149] (Table 2 and Appendix  Table B2). 

I. Draw replenish and membrane-module replacement cost 

The NaCl draw replenish cost is a significant expense in any FO driven system, and this cost 

was calculated based on the specific reverse salt diffusion (Sdiffusion). For a hybrid system like 

FO-MD and FO-RO, the diffusion estimation divides into two groups, the FO and the 

MD/RO stage. The Sdiffusion value in the FO stage was retrieved from Achilli, Cath & Childress 

(2010) [156]. 
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For the RO scheme, the RO permeate concentration was used, previously retrieved from the 

design programs [151–155]. The MD stage draw solute was estimated using the theoretical 

rejection of MD (around ≥99.8%) [157,158]. 

The membrane replacement cost was treated as an amortized cost [159], where i is the interest 

rate, and n is the membrane lifetime (Table 2 and Appendix Table B2).  

II. Heat sources and Electric demand 

Thermal energy cost was based on the specific thermal energy consumption for the operation 

of the MD module (SECMD), calculated previously in the CAPEX section (Appendix Table 

A1). The heat source OPEX was estimated based on electric alternatives of a steam boiler 

and a thermal-fluid heater to avoid combustible transport cost and its associated expenses 

(Appendix Table B2). Thermal-fluid heaters have several advantages over a steam-driven 

system: no corrosion or caking, safer systems as they do not use pressurized fluid, less 

operation-maintenance cost (up to 75%), higher efficiency, do not require highly qualified 

operators, amount others [160–163]. Based on this data, a 70% cost reduction was included 

when using thermal-fluid (Appendix Table B2).  

The primary electric consumption in FO and RO setups is the pump power requirement. In 

Table B2, the P and PRO input represents the pressure pumping; in this case, 1 bar for FO and 

~56 bar for RO. The pump efficiency ηp was assumed as 80%. The electricity cost (celect) 

presented in Table 4 represents the average price of one kWh for northern Chile [130]. 

 

2.1.3. Water Production Cost  

The water production cost (WC) could be defined as the cost of producing a certain volume 

of clean water.  

To calculate the WC was necessary to estimate the annualized capital cost (ACC) and 

annualized operation cost (AOC). The ACC is based on the estimation of system total capital 

cost (TCC), which is formed by direct capital cost (DCC) and indirect capital cost (ICC) 

(Appendix Eq. C1 & C2). The ACC was calculated as an amortized capital expenditure with 

a reasonable interest rate (Table 4) using Eq. C3 and the AOC by the sum of FO-MD and 

FO-RO OPEX costs (Appendix Eq. C4 & C5). 
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The WC was calculated based on the plant annualized costs divided by the water flow rate 

per year for each setup, FO-MDs (Appendix Eq. C6 & C7) and FO-RO (Appendix Eq. C8). 

 

2.1.4. Single AMD RO plant design 

In order to include a more robust economic design for a single RO plant, the Desalination 

Economic Evaluation Program (DEEP) package [164] was used in this study. A single RO 

plant was projected using DEEP with the total dissolved solids (TDS) from the original AMD 

sample (Chapter II, Table 1). The estimation of AMD TDS was performed using the IMS 

Design software capabilities [151].  

The DEEP design was compared with two existing studies, Chong and Krantz (2018) and 

Linares et al. (2016), respectively  [165,166] (Figure 3). Nevertheless, to compare studies 

with different capacities, it was necessary to adjust these CAPEX and OPEX costs. Large-

scale costs could be estimated using the capacity method or size correction factor (SF) 

(Appendix Eq. C9), which allows projecting a new plant cost based on an existing study or 

design [129].  

The SF method is applicable for downsizing or scaling. In this study, the reference designs 

were Linares et al. (2016) and Chong and Krantz (2018) [165,166], with a plant capacity of 

100,000 m3/d and 10,000 m3/day, respectively.  

 

2.1.5. Deterministic economic assessment 

A deterministic economic assessment was performed based on CAPEX and OPEX results to 

determine the viability of projected plants. This assessment consisted of calculating the Net 

Present Value (NPV), the Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and the Payback Period (PP) based 

on the plants' cash flow for its 20 years' lifetime. For this analysis, some assumptions were 

made: 

• The project is entirely self-financed. 

• As wastewater plants usually do not have tangible cash income, the financial income 

was estimated as the savings of using reclaimed water instead of paying for freshwater. 
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In northern Chile, the water price is very high, up to 5.52 $/m3 (Table 2), which will 

allow recovering the investment in a short period as no water has to be purchase.  

• Another estimated income was the saving of treating the recovered AMD by a standard 

method like limestone [167,168]. 

• The discount rate was defined as 12% to represent a moderate investment risk. 

• An annual increase of 2.5%  for water price and a 7.3% annual increase in electricity 

price was considered for the analysis [130,131]. 

• An increasing future water demand was calculated using a tendency equation from the 

last reported water demands of Collahuasi mining plant (2016, 2017, and 2018) [127]. 

 

2.1.6. Probabilistic risk assessment 

Additionally, to assess the uncertainty of some parameters, an aleatory Montecarlo model 

was developed (Appendix Table B3). This model was constructed using a free risk 

assessment software called ModelRisk from VOSE [169]. The boundary conditions of 

uncertain parameters are listed in Appendix Table B3.  The FO and MD membrane prices 

were selected based on bibliography data, as mention in the CAPEX section. Draw solute 

boundaries correspond to the price-range of bulk NaCl purchase. Electricity values represent 

the variability in electric consumption prices in northern Chile.   

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1.  FO and MD performance with real AMD 

In Chapter II, it was presented a series of experiments for FO and MD for short and long-

term operation using AMD and NaCl as draw solution. Baseline assays were performed to 

evaluate the permeate flux and for choosing future operating conditions. These conditions 

were selected as 1M of NaCl at 60 °C (Chapter II, Section 3.1 & 3.2). With the operation 

conditions elucidated, continuous assays were performed for FO and MD, resulting in similar 

initial fluxes to baseline assays, around 23 LMH for FO and 10.5 LMH for MD (Chapter II, 

Section 3.3). Nevertheless, a constant water flux decline was observed throughout the FO 
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experiment, reaching around 6 LMH at the end of the assay. In the case of MD, no significant 

flux decline was observed during the experiment.   

For further economic assessment, a mean FO flux of 13 LMH and 10 LMH for the MD stage 

were selected as design parameters. The selected FO flux value corresponds to the point when 

measured flux reduced to 50% (Chapter II, Figure 8a). As no significant flux reduction was 

observed during MD continuous assay (Chapter II, Figure 8b), the selected value was similar 

to the experimental result (10 LMH). 

 

3.2.  Technological and Economic assessment 

A large-scale FO-MD and FO-RO plants were design based on previously presented 

experimental data. The FO stage design was equivalent for both configurations, FO-MD and 

FO-RO. The MD step was conceived and projected with a steam boiler and a thermal-fluid 

heater (Appendix Table B1 & B2). The RO stage was also designed using the CAPEX and 

OPEX procedures (Table B1 & B2); however, some parameters were estimated with the 

assistance of different RO design software (Table 3). 

Table 3 presents the RO step design results from the FO-RO setup. The mean value of every 

calculated parameter was used to describe a representative RO plant, regardless of the 

different characteristics and design aspects of every company.  

Table 3. Design parameters retrieve from different RO design software. 

Parameter 
IMS Design 

[151] 

CSMPRO 

[152] 

Q+ 

[153] 

Winflows 

[155] 

DS2 

[154] 

Mean 

Value 

N. Membrane Modules (nmodules) 8 8 8 8 8 8 

N. Pressure Vessels (nvessels) 187 100 105 125 125 128 

N. Elements 

(𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = 𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 ∗ 𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑠) 
1122 800 840 1000 1000 1024 
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3.3. Overall Economic Assessment 

Both hybrid FO-RO and FO-MD systems were compared in terms of total capital cost and 

total operation cost. Alongside these simulated hybrid designs, two RO plants reported in the 

literature [165,166] were included, as well as a RO design using DEEP [164] (Figure 3).  

Figure 3 shows interesting results, where hybrid configurations had similar capital costs to 

single RO based systems (between 22-26 MM $). Nevertheless, in the case of the FO-RO 

setup, the capital cost was even lower than single RO plants. This cost behavior could be 

explained as single RO plants require an intense pretreatment stage, typically formed by 

chemical addition, conventional granular media filtration, a micro/ultrafiltration step, or a 

combination thereof [170]. Linares et al. (2016) [166] based on the design of Shafer et al. 

(2012) [170], which included a pretreatment stage with membrane filtration.  

On the other hand, Chong and Krantz (2018) [165] did not mention if the pretreatment stage 

had a membrane filtration step. Nonetheless, they estimated that pretreatment associated 

costs were more than 12% of the total CAPEX. This high percentage could be due to a 

micro/ultrafiltration step. Another example is the Collahuasi mine wastewater treatment 

plant, which includes sedimentation, dissolved air flotation, media filtration, activated carbon 

filtration, ultrafiltration, and reverse osmosis [171]. 

Opposite to the RO intense pretreatment stage, the FO-RO design of this study had only a 

standard granular media filtration before the FO step. Due to the high resistance to fouling 

of FO membranes, there is no need for a micro/ultrafiltration step, which helped to achieve 

a lower CAPEX than single RO setups (Figure 3). This result demonstrates the potential of 

using hybrid configurations for reclaiming water from concentrated waste solutions from the 

capital cost perspective. 

Nonetheless, a significant disadvantage arises when comparing hybrid setups with single RO 

systems in terms of operation cost (Figure 3). The hybrid configurations OPEX was more 

than ten times the OPEX of single RO designs in some cases. The FO-MD setups had the 

highest cost of all setups, due to the steam boiler and thermal-fluid heater operation cost. In 

the case of FO-RO, results showed an operation cost less than FO-MDs but higher than single 

RO plants. This difference in OPEX between FO-RO and single RO could be explained by a 
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higher FO membrane replacement cost and the FO draw solute replenish cost. These aspects 

will be discussed in the OPEX section.  

   

Figure 3. Cost distribution of projected membrane setups and single RO plants. RO Reference 1 & 

2 are Chong and Krantz (2018) and Linares et al. (2016), respectively  [165,166]. The FO-MD 

and FO-RO plant capacity was 29848 m3/day [127]. 

 

3.4.  Capital Expense (CAPEX) and Operation expense (OPEX) 

Figure 4a shows the CAPEX distribution results of the projected wastewater plants, where 

the main capital cost was the FO and MD membrane purchase cost. Since FO and MD are 

not fully commercialized technologies, this causes the price of membranes and modules to 

be very high, especially in the plate and frame setup (our design).  

Other relevant capital costs like site-development and indirect costs were estimated as a 

percentage of the total CAPEX. As these technologies become more attractive to the 

wastewater industry, membrane and module prices will decrease and with them the site-

development and indirect costs of the project. 

Operation cost distribution (Figure 4b) shows a predictable result with the main expense in 

MD-based plants been the energy used for heat production, using either a steam boiler or a 

thermal-fluid heater. The heat production cost has not much room for improvement since the 

system was based on high-efficiency electric systems. Another solution to the high heat 
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demand would be the use of low-grade waste heat; however, there is not any available waste 

heat source near the location of the projected plants (mining processing sites). 

The economic assessment revealed an interesting outcome with FO solute replenishment cost 

been the second-highest cost for MD-based plants and first for the FO-RO setup. In order to 

reduce the draw replenishment cost, it is essential to understand that this cost is directly 

related to the solute molecular diffusion. The projected plant uses NaCl as its draw solute, 

which has a molecular diffusion of 1.485x10-9 m2/s [172]. Other potential draw solutes like 

CaCl2, MgCl2, and MgSO4 have lower molecular diffusion than NaCl; however, their 

associated cost could be more than double the cost of NaCl [156]. According to Achilli et al. 

(2010) [156], the best draw solute should have a balance of high flux, low molecular 

diffusion, and low purchase cost. Achilli et al. (2010) [156] analyzed 12 different salts 

(including NaCl) and concluded that MgCl2 is the best draw solute alternative. The other 

characteristic that makes MgCl2 most suitable for most FO applications is its low membrane 

scaling as magnesium scales can be formed only at high pH>9 [156]. 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

Figure 4. Cost distributions between FO-RO, steam FO-MD, and thermal-fluid FO-MD: a) Capital 

Costs and b) Operation and Maintenance Costs. The FO-MD and FO-RO plant capacity was 29848 

m3/day [127]. 

 

For the FO-RO setup, the electric consumption by high-pressure pumping was the second-

highest operation expense, follow by FO replacement cost. Nonetheless, only small energetic 

improvements could be achieved for the RO stage since it was designed with a pressure 

exchanger as the energy recovery device (ERD). 

MD and FO membrane replacement costs were similar in magnitude and represented between 

3-4% of the total OPEX for FO-MD setups. Although the FO membrane price was higher 

than MD's (Table 2), a higher MD membrane area was required to match FO water 

production due to its lower flux (Table 1). Nevertheless, the FO replacement was six times 

more expensive than RO's and signified 9% of the total operation cost for the FO-RO design. 

Furthermore, some FO manufactures like Porifera sell the membrane and module as a single 

compact element, which makes it extremely expensive (up to 7000 $ per module) [132]. The 

main disadvantage of this compact design is that every time the membrane needs to be 

replaced, a whole new module has to be purchased. In the case of MD, membranes and 

modules are sold separately, which reduces the cost of replacements since modules have a 

longer lifetime than membranes.   

As mentioned before, for FO or MD to become competitive against RO, the purchase prices 

have to decrease; unless these systems are applied in cases where RO is not suitable.  
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3.5.  Total Water Cost 

Economical FO-RO studies have shown that production cost could range around 0.4-1.32 

$/m3 depending on the feed solution, the membrane used, draw solution concentration 

[132,138,173]. The water production cost of the projected FO-RO plant was 1.467 $/m3, 

similar to the upper boundary from the mentioned range, 0.4-1.32 $/m3 [132,138,173]. 

Nonetheless, the continuous experiment was performed using raw sample AMD, which 

decrease the FO flux due to fouling. This low FO flux and the plant high capacity of 14924 

m3/day, could explain the increase in cost per volume of reclaimed water. 

On the other hand, reclaimed water cost from FO-MD was 9.941 $/m3 when using steam and 

5.118 $/m3 for thermal-fluid. FO-MD is a low-energy demand system. Nevertheless, when 

large volumes of fluid are required to be heated, the heat production cost became significant. 

Although production cost using FO-MD seems high comparing to FO-RO, some authors 

achieved even higher cost results. Aydiner et al. (2014) [125] performed an economic model 

analysis for treating food industry wastewater and achieve costs around 11.25 and 17.33 

$/m3, using heat recovery and without heat recovery, respectively. In addition, a complete 

economic study by Toy et al. (2017) [174] projected a high TDS (59,442 mg/L) FO-MD 

plant system, with costs of 9.06 $/m3 with waste heat recovery of 40% and 14.53 $/m3 without 

waste heat (paid heat/cool). 

 

3.6.  Deterministic sensibility economic assessment 

As mentioned before, three economic parameters (NPV, IRR and PP) were calculated for the 

projected hybrid plants with cash flow for 20 years' lifetime. These parameters were 

estimated using two conditions for the NaCl cost; a lab-scale price and the price for bulk 

purchases (Table 4).  Results shown in Table 4 revealed that the high operation-maintenance 

cost of using a steam boiler ended, making the project noon profitable. On the other hand, 

when using a thermal-fluid system, the project became profitable, and the investment is paid 

between around one and a half years and three and a half years, depending on the draw solute 

cost. Three studies have reported the PP of an FO-MD plant, and these PP values range from 

0.68-2.35 years [125,175,176]; however, the lower values of this range correspond to the use 

of a waste-heat source.  
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Table 4. Economic indicators for FO-MD 

 FO-MD with steam FO-MD with thermal-fluid 

Economic Parameter 
NaCl: lab price 

(2.27 $/kg) 

NaCl: bulk price 

(0.1 $/kg) 

NaCl: lab price 

(2.27 $/kg) 

NaCl: bulk price 

(0.1 $/kg) 

Net present value (NPV) -3.19x108 $ -2.46x108 $ 2.05x107 $ 9.42x107 $ 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) - - 29% 71% 

Payback Period (PP) - - 3.5 years 1.7 years 

 

Nonetheless, when comparing to FO-RO (Table 5), the FO-MD setup is a less profitable 

alternative with more than double the value of IRR. This profitability is also reflected in the 

Investment PP with around one year for the FO-RO invested capital to be paid-off. Other 

studies have reached similar FO-RO results of a one-year PP threshold [125,175,177]. 

An interesting result was the low PP achieved by both configurations. This behavior could 

be explained by the significant saving of using reclaim water instead of buying large volumes 

of expensive freshwater (5.52 $/m3) for the mining operation. 

The FO-MD design has two main advantages over the FO-RO plant. The first possible 

advantage is the use of a low-grade waste heat source to reduce the heat generation cost, 

which is the main expense in an MD driven technology. The other advantage of using MD 

over RO is the capacity to achieve very high recovery rates with simple in-place plant 

modifications. While RO usual ranges from 35-60% recovery rate [15,116,178], MD can 

reduce the discharge rate by up to 90% [121,126,179]. 

Table 5. Economic indicators for FO-RO. 

Economic Parameter 
NaCl: lab price 

(2.27 $/kg) 

NaCl: bulk price 

(0.1 $/kg) 

Net present value (NPV) 2.57x108 $ 4.86x108 $ 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 89% 161% 

Payback Period (IPP) 1.4 1 

 

Opposite to RO, which is a well-established technology with very defined cost range, FO and 

MD are less explored in terms of pilot-scale or full-scale exploitation. Based on this premise, 
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a Montecarlo model was developed to address the uncertainty of some critical parameters 

like; membrane-module cost or draw solute bulk cost. 

 

3.7.  Probabilistic risk assessment 

As mentioned before, an aleatory Monte Carlo model (VOSE's ModelRisk [169]) was 

developed to assess the uncertainty of some parameters (Appendix Table B3). The simulation 

ran with 100,000 iterations, which guaranteed good quality in the results. Model results show 

there is a 95% probability that the thermal fluid project has a positive NPV and up to 12x107 

$ (Figure 5), which is 1.3 times the revenue calculated by deterministic methods (Table 4). 

There is a 76% probability of achieving the deterministic NPV results (9.42x107 $) presented 

in Table 4. The thermal fluid setup had only a 5% probability of becoming unprofitable 

(Figure 6). On the other hand, the probabilistic risk modeling reinforces the unprofitability 

of using steam as heat-source for this project. 

 
 

Figure 5. Monte Carlo model results. a) Net present value histogram plot of the FO-MD setup with thermal-

fluid as heat-source. b) Net present value tornado plot of the FO-MD setup with thermal-fluid as heat-source. 

 

A sensibility tornado plot (Figure 5b) was created to address which uncertain parameter from 

Table 6 had the highest impact on the economic model. This tool revealed that the FO and 

MD memb-module parameters had the most substantial impact on the model results. The 

Monte Carlo model identified from a wide range of possible costs (Appendix Table B3) the 

cost of FO and MD as 795 $/m2 and 295 $/m2, respectively, as the most likely cost values 

after 100,000 iterations. Another interesting outcome was that the stochastic model identified 
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that if the FO membrane-module cost increases up to 900 $/m2, the thermal-fluid FO-MD 

setup could become unprofitable.  

 

4. Conclusions 

Alternative technologies like FO and MD have a considerable potential against traditional 

desalination processes like RO. FO and MD setups achieved similar flux performance, 

around 14 and 10 LMH, respectively. Nevertheless, this performance could be significantly 

improved by membrane spacers, which enhance the transmembrane flux and reduce fouling. 

As mentioned previously, another possible improvement will be replacing NaCl for MgCl2, 

a draw solute with a low predisposition to membrane scaling. Further studies must be 

completed to assess the impact of membrane spacer and MgCl2 draw solute on the system's 

economics and continuous performance. 

Nonetheless, these technologies need to be established in the industry and be embraced by 

more membrane manufacturers, which will reduce the current high purchase cost of FO and 

MD membranes. In order for FO and MD to become competitive in the water reclamation 

industry, membrane cost should decrease to the cost range of RO membranes, between 30-

50 $/m2. 

The economic assessment showed that using thermal-fluids is a cost-effective alternative 

against traditional steam boilers. Nevertheless, if a low-grade waste heat or a renewable 

energy source is available, the operating cost could be lowered to the point where FO-MD 

setups are a fair competitor to RO systems, even with the actual membrane cost. 
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Chapter V: General discussion. 

The feasibility of using hybrid membrane setups for reclaiming water from acid mine 

drainage (AMD) was performed in this study, through a series of steps and chapters.  

In Chapter II, it was presented an FO-MD design for water reclamation from acid mine 

drainage wastewater. The FO-MD design performs as a dual membrane filtration system, 

achieving high rejections ratios (98-99%). Here the FO membrane is in direct contact with a 

raw AMD solution and MD acts as a high purity water production step while keeping the 

initial FO draw solution concentration.  

Tap-water assays were performed with both FO and MD membranes using different draw 

solute (NaCl) concentrations and temperatures, to identify the highest achievable fluxes with 

the current lab setup. Later, AMD was used as feed solution to assess the real initial flux 

performance of the FO step. In both assays, tap-water and AMD, results were similar, with 

FO fluxes increasing with higher concentrations of NaCl as well as a slight flux improvement 

with higher temperatures. Nevertheless, AMD flux results had a flux reduction of 35% 

compared to tap-water. This outcome was related to the smaller osmotic pressure potential 

between NaCl draw solution and AMD, as well as the external concentration polarization 

effect, caused by the accumulation of AMD ions on the active layer of the membrane. 

FO and MD mathematical models were designed and validated with tap-water results, 

showing a high correlation coefficient. Nevertheless, when using AMD as feed solution, the 

FO modeling failed to predict the experimental fluxes, caused mainly by the external 

concentration polarization phenomenon. In the case of the MD model, it showed good results 

for every concentration and temperature of the NaCl solution, achieving a high correlation 

value.   

To performed a continuous test run with AMD, it was necessary to select operation conditions 

that promoted the highest flux with the lowest NaCl concentration and temperature. 

Analyzing baseline AMD experimental results, a concentration of 1M NaCl at 60°C was 

selected as the optimal operation condition for this setup. Continuous AMD assay achieved 

a high initial flux (~25 LMH), but after one hour, the fouling and external polarization effect 
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was evident. These phenomena cause the membrane flux to decrease until the end of the 

assay at 50% water recovery.  

At the end of the experiment, it was found that the fouling layer occupied around 50% of the 

membrane area, which explains the high flux reduction experienced in the assay. The fouling 

cake was analyzed using SEM-EDX, and results showed a thick precipitate layer around the 

same thickness of the membrane, which acted as a physical barrier to transmembrane flux. 

All major elements present in the AMD sample were found in the membrane. Nevertheless, 

this was not the case for copper and sulfate, where only low quantities were present on the 

membrane. The FO membrane acted as a successful barrier to these elements, leaving most 

of them in the concentrated solution and showing a high rejection ratio at the end of the 

experiment (~90% for sulfate and ~95% for cooper). At the end of this chapter, two main 

issues were found, a low MD flux performance and a critical fouling deposition on the FO 

membrane. The next chapter was designed to study a simple solution to overcome these 

drawbacks; this solution was the use of membrane spacers.   

Chapter III presented a new kind of 3D printed membrane spacer for flat sheet modules. 

These spacers were tested in a membrane distillation configuration; however, the flux and 

fouling resistance improvements shown in this chapter could be translated for FO membranes 

as well. In this chapter study, the goal was to reduce the volume of a RO concentrate obtained 

from the Sydney Olympic Park water reclamation plant. This RO concentrate had a high inorganic 

and organic content, which limited the recovery rate for the RO plant. The 3D printed spacers 

were compared with a net commercial spacer and using no spacer in terms of flux and fouling 

improvement.  

MD assay results showed a significant flux enhancement (around 2.7 times) when using the 

3D printed spacers. Nevertheless, a higher pressure drop was unavoidable due to the unique 

shape of the 3D spacers. These spacers also showed better organic fouling mitigation 

capacity, which was measure through the membrane hydrophobicity and the organic mass 

deposition. When treating the RO concentrate, the standard configuration (no spacer) lost 

around 96% of the membrane hydrophobicity, mainly due to the high organic content of the 

feed solution. On the other hand, this hydrophobicity loss was reduced by 60% when the 3D 

spacers were used instead. Nevertheless, in order to reduce the organing content of the RO 
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concentrate and achieve higher concentration rates, a pretreatment by activated-carbon was 

implemented. Once lowered the organic content, it was possible to achieve a high recovery 

rate (85%).  

Three cycles of MD operation was tested to assess the long-term performance of this setup. 

All three cycles achieved an 85% recovery rate with a low flux decrease between cycles. 

Using the 3D printed spacer mitigate the fouling formation, and experimental flux during 

each cycle was reduced by only 25%, which allow recovering the initial flux after a cleaning 

procedure. Results showed that in-place cleaning between cycles with a 0.1% citric acid had 

the best flux recovery. 

In Chapter IV, two different hybrid setups, FO-RO and FO-MD, were designed and 

compared with single RO systems. The plant designs were based on the continuous-assays 

flux results presented in Chapter II, and the water volume required for the Collahuasi mining 

company operation. An economic model and assessment were performed in order to compare 

each configuration and technology.  

The economic model highlighted that in terms of capital costs, all systems were similar; 

however, the FO-RO setup had the lowest CAPEX of all. Mainly because it does not need 

and intense pretreatment step like single RO plants, and does not need heat exchangers like 

FO-MD. Another reason for the lower CAPEX is that when comparing FO-RO with FO-MD, 

the RO membranes are considerably cheaper than MD membranes.  

The OPEX results showed that the FO-MD design had de highest operation cost, mainly 

attributed to the heat production cost for the functioning of the MD stage. Of the two 

proposed FO-MD designs, the steam variant had a higher thermal production cost comparing 

with the thermal-fluid alternative. An interesting outcome resulted from the OPEX modeling, 

where the draw solute replenish cost was the second-highest expense for FO-MD and the 

first in the case of FO-RO. This highlights the necessity of choosing a draw solute with a low 

reverse salt diffusion to prevent mayor expenses in replenishing this substance.  

Results from a deterministic economic assessment showed that when comparing steam and 

thermal-fluid as heat sources for the MD stage, the steam setup was not a cost-effective 

alternative. The steam solution yielded a negative net present value (NPV), which from an 
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investor point of view, this investment becomes unprofitable.  On the other hand, the FO-

MD using thermal-fluid as heat source showed a positive NPV and a payback period (PP) of 

around two years. Nonetheless, this result fell short when compared with the FO-RO 

configuration. This assembly had a PP of only one year, becoming the more cost-effective 

hybrid design of the study.  

Lastly, an aleatory Monte Carlo model was developed to assess the uncertainty of some 

parameters in the model. This simulation showed that the purchase cost of FO and MD 

membranes had the highest impact in the economic model. This behavior was due to the 

extensive price range found in the literature for FO and MD purchase cost, which is caused 

by the fact that these technologies are not fully commercialized and implemented.  

Results from the present thesis revealed the potentiality of using FO-MD to treat and 

reclaiming water from AMD. Nevertheless, during experimental assays, a severe fouling 

deposition was found on the FO membrane, which provoke more than 50% flux reduction in 

12 hours in continuous mode (Chapter II, Figure 8). The membrane fouling found on FO 

assays was attributable to the lack of high turbulence inside the module, which produced low 

wall-shear stress, allowing the severe deposition of foulant particles (Chapter II, Figure 9) 

and the development of high external concentration polarization.  In the case of MD, it was 

not found any flux reduction due to fouling; however, the overall flux performance was lower 

compared to FO´s. The lower flux performance of the MD membrane was due to the presence 

of a high temperature polarization caused by the absence of high turbulence inside the 

module, which is explained in Chapter III when comparing flux improvement using spacer-

filled and non-filled modules (Chapter III, Figure 4).  

The results of the membrane spacer studies reveal that the using spacers improved either the 

membrane flux and the membrane fouling defense significantly, even when using a complex 

feed solution like a municipal wastewater treatment byproduct (RO concentrate). The 

hydrodynamic improvement and fouling mitigation capabilities of using spacers are 

regardless of the type of membrane used, meaning that if applied to any membrane system, 

the same overall improvement can be expected.  Extrapolating these results to a system using 

AMD as feed, it is expected to have even better improvement results due to the composition 
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of AMD, high presence of inorganic element but no significant presence of organic 

compounds (most recalcitrant fouling type). 

During the FO-MD economic assessment section (Chapter IV) it was identified the 

membrane purchase cost and the thermal energy expense as the elements with the highest 

impact on the economic indicators (Chapter IV, Figure 4).  The flux improvement and foiling 

mitigation of using spacers will allow extending the lifetime of the FO and MD membranes 

in a full-scale application, decreasing the membrane replacement ratio and associated cost. 

In addition, with a higher flux per membrane, a lower permeation area will be required, which 

will decrease the overall membrane purchase cost. Applying high-performance spacers could 

be a solution to mitigate the effect of purchasing expensive FO and MD membranes. If 

spacers are combined with an energy solution like using a renewable energy source or a 

waste-heat source, the FO-MD system cost could be decreased to the operation cost range of 

the FO-RO and RO system, allowing positioning the FO-MD alternative as a viable solution 

to address high concentrated industrial wastewaters. 
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General Conclusions 
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Chapter VI: General Conclusions 

This thesis research has shown the vast potential of FO-MD for recovering water from highly 

concentrated wastewaters. Nevertheless, some improvements could be applied to the FO-MD 

setup in order to match or surpass the outcomes of RO based systems. Experimental assays 

showed that the system flux performance was limited due to the appearance of a fouling layer 

in the FO membrane. MD flux results were not affected by fouling; however, the achieved 

flux was half the initial value of FO. To overcome the difference between FO and MD fluxes, 

a higher MD membrane area was required to match the FO permeate volume. This higher 

membrane area is directly related to a higher membrane capital (CAPEX) and operation 

(OPEX) cost due to a higher membrane replacement expense.  

Two high-performance membrane spacers were presented in this study as a simple solution 

to enhance the MD flux (to reduce membrane area) and avoiding critical fouling in long-term 

FO and MD applications. These cutting-edge designs for membrane spacers could increase 

the membrane flux up to 200% if applied under the right conditions. Although these spacers 

were studied in an MD setup, the same flux improvement and fouling mitigation capabilities 

will apply in any membrane system, like FO for example. This improvement is directly 

translated in a reduction of the required membrane area for FO and MD, lowering the overall 

plant CAPEX and OPEX associated costs. 

The selection of the draw solution also plays a crucial role in the performance of an FO 

system. Choosing a solute that generates a high osmotic pressure, with a low solute diffusion, 

will ensure higher membrane fluxes while minimizing the draw solute replenish cost. In this 

study, the replenish expense was identified as the highest FO associated cost alongside the 

FO membrane purchase cost.  

Another significant improvement will be the use of a low or high-grade waste-heat source 

from a closeby industry or an indoor thermal process. The use of waste-heat will remove 

partially or entirely the heat production cost from the equation, which is the highest operation 

cost in an MD based system. If there is no nearby waste heat available, a renewable energy 

source could be used instead. Since the FO-MD setup was projected in a northern Chile 
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location where solar radiation values are one of the highest worldwide, solar energy could be 

used to fulfill the energy requirement of the MD stage.  

By implementing all or some of these solutions, the FO-MD capital and operating cost could 

be lowered to the point where this setup can become a fair competitor to RO systems, even 

with actual membrane costs. With the increasing application of these technologies 

worldwide, the purchase membrane cost will be reduced as the market will regulate the price 

of these membranes. Taking into consideration the mentioned suggestions in the study, FO-

MD could become a leading technology in the desalination and water reclamation industry.  
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Appendices: 

Chapter I Appendix: 

Table A1. Coefficients and expressions used in FO and MD models. 

N. Model coefficients  Expression 

1 Water permeability coefficient, A Constant 

2 Solute permeability coefficient, B Constant 

3 Draw solution osmotic pressure, πdraw Van’t Hoff’s equation 

4 Feed solution osmotic pressure, πfeed Van’t Hoff’s equation 

5 Mass transfer coefficient, Km 𝐾𝑚 =
𝐷𝑑

𝑆
 

6 Draw solute diffusion coefficient, Dd Constant 

7 Membrane structural parameter, S 𝑆 =
𝜏 ∗ 𝑙

𝜀
 

8 Tortuosity, τ Constant 

9 Actual thickness, l Constant 

10 Porosity of the porous support layer, ε Constant 

11 
Solute resistivity for diffusion within the porous 

support layer, K 
𝐾 =

1

𝐾𝑚
 

12 Mass transfer coefficient, k 𝑘 =
𝑆ℎ ∗ 𝐷𝑓

𝑑ℎ
 

13 
Feed solute diffusion coefficient (copper sulfate 

diffusion value was used for the AMD), Df  
Constant 

14 Hydraulic diameter of the channel, dh Constant 

15 Sherwood number (For laminar flow), Sh 𝑆ℎ = 1.85 (𝑅𝑒 ∗ 𝑆𝑐
𝑑ℎ

𝐿
)

0.33

 

16 Sherwood number (For turbulent flow), Sh 𝑆ℎ = 0.04 ∗ 𝑅𝑒0.75 ∗ 𝑆𝑐0.33 

17 Reynolds number, Re Constant 

18 Length of the channel, L Constant 

19 Schmidt number, Sc 𝑆𝑐 =  
µ

𝜌 ∗ 𝐷𝑓
 

20 Feed solution viscosity (water values were used), µ Constant 

21 Feed solution density (water values were used), ρ Constant 

22 Activity coefficient, γw 𝛾𝑤 = 1 − 0.5𝑥𝑁𝑎𝐶𝑙 − 10𝑥𝑁𝑎𝐶𝑙
2  

23 Water vapor pressure by Antoine Equation [60] P𝑤.𝑝
0 = exp (23.1964 −

3816.44

−46.13 − 𝑇
) 

24 Feed vapor pressure based on Raoult’s law [60,180] P𝑤.𝑓
0  =  (1 − 2 ∗ 𝑥𝑁𝑎𝐶𝑙) ∗ 1000 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (16.3872 −

3885.2

𝑇 − 42.96
) 
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Chapter III Appendices: 

1.1.  Appendix A: Supplementary information    

Membrane Properties 

For the FO process, a thin-film composite (TFC) membrane from Porifera Inc. (FOMEM-

0415 – Hayward, CA, USA) was used. The water (A0) and salt (B0) permeabilities of the 

membrane are 2.1 LMH*bar and 1.2x10-7 m/s, respectively. The structural parameter (S0) 

was 334 µm, and the zeta potential (ζ) was −13.7±1.9 mV. 

For the MD process, a Hydrophobic Polytetrafluoroethylene and Polypropylene (PTFE/PP) 

membrane was used in this study. The membrane was provided by Membrane Solutions 

(2202, No.1759 North Zhongshan Road, Shanghai 200061). Properties of the membrane are 

thickness 140-190 µm, pore size 0.22 µm and bubble point in a range of 0.04-0.05 MPa. 

Draw solute 

In the draw unitary cost expression, the M represents the molarity of NaCl solution (in this 

design one mol), m is the molecular mass of NaCl (58.44 g/mol). In the Table B1, the csolute 

value corresponds to a lab-scale price, which costs will be reduced when purchasing bulk 

quantities of NaCl (Table 5). 

Energy recovery devices: heat exchangers (HX) and pressure exchanger (PX) 

For designing the steam HX, it was necessary to calculate the MD specific heat consumption 

(SECMD) [181–183] (Table B1), where Tout and Tin are the outlet and inlet temperature of the 

module, respectively (Table 4 & Figure 2b). In SECMD expression, the Cpwater is the water 

specific heat capacity (4.185 kJ/kg*C), ρw is the water density (997 kg/m3). These values 

were used since only water vapor permeates through the MD membrane.  

With SEC calculated, an HX area was define based on the temperature difference between 

the steam coming from a boiler and the MD feed (FO draw solution), respectively (Table B1 

& Table 4). The Ugas-liquid is the overall heat transfer coefficient, which value is 300 W/m2*C 

for a tubular HX with gas at high pressure inside and liquid outside tubes.  

The thermal-fluid HX design was based on the same methodology as for steam HX [181–

183]. Nevertheless, the thermal-fluid heater works at higher temperatures than the steam 
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boiler (Table 4 & Figure 2b). The Uliquid-liquid is the overall heat transfer coefficient, 3500 

W/m2*C for a liquid-liquid plate HX.  

For the recovery HX, Tout and Tin are the outlet and inlet temperature of the liquid-liquid HX 

itself, respectively (Table 4 & Figure 2b). The Uliquid-liquid was estimated in 3000 W/m2*C, 

due to a lower heat transfer between water-water than water and thermal-fluid (3500 

W/m2*C). The cost of the three heat exchangers was calculated using the exchange areas as 

inputs [133].  

 

1.2.  Appendix B: Supplementary Tables 

Table B1. Capital expenses modeling expressions. 

CAPEX Parameters Expression Ref. 

Intake and pretreatment (all systems) 𝐶𝐶𝐼&𝑃($) = 658 ∗ 𝑄𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡
0.8 [149] 

Feed pumps (FO-MD and FO-RO) 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝($) = 4.78 × 10−6 ∗ 𝑄𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 ∗ 120000 [128,149] 

High-pressure pumps (FO-RO and 

single RO) 
𝐶𝐶𝐻𝑃 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝($) =

𝑄𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 ∗ (393000 + 10710 ∗  𝑃𝑅𝑂)

30000
 [128] 

FO and MD membranes and modules 
𝐴𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑏(𝑚2) =

𝑄𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚

𝐽𝑊

 

𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑒𝑚 ($) = 𝐴𝑀𝑒𝑚 ∗ (𝐶𝑀𝑒𝑚 + 𝐶𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒) 

 

RO membranes and vessels 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑂 𝑚𝑒𝑚($) = (𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑡𝑠 ∗ 𝑐𝑅𝑂 𝑚𝑒𝑚 + 𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙) ∗ 𝑐𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙   

Draw solute (FO-RO and FO-MD) 
𝑐𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑤($/𝑙) = 𝑀 ∗ 𝑚 ∗ 𝑐𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 

𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑤($) = 𝑐 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑤 ∗ 𝑄𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚 ∗ 𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒  
 

Heat exchangers (FO-MD) 

𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑀𝐷(𝑘𝐽/𝑑𝑎𝑦) = (𝑄𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡/𝜌𝑤) ∗ 𝐶𝑝𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∗ (𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛) 

𝐴𝐻𝑋(𝑚2) =
𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑖

𝑈𝑖 ∗ 𝛥𝑇𝑚

 

𝐶𝐶𝐻𝑋𝑖
($) = 𝐴 𝐻𝑋𝑖

∗ 𝐶𝐻𝑋𝑖
 

[149] 

 

Pressure exchanger (for RO) 
𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑋($)

=
(𝑄𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 − 𝑄𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚) ∗ (393000 + 10710 ∗ 𝑃𝑅𝑂)

40000
 

[128] 

Equipment 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝 ($) = 𝛴𝐶𝐶𝑖 [128] 

Site development 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑣 ($) = 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝 ∗ 0.2 [128] 

Direct capital cost 𝐷𝐶𝐶 =  𝐶𝐶𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑝 + 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑣  [128] 

Indirect capital cost 𝐼𝐶𝐶 =  𝐷𝐶𝐶 ∗ 0.1 [149] 
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Table B2. Operation expenses modeling expressions. 

OPEX Parameters Expression Ref. 

Intake pump (all systems) 𝑂𝐶𝐼&𝑃($/𝑦) =
0.028 ∗ 𝑃 ∗ 𝑄𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 ∗ 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡

0.8
∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑣 ∗ 365 [128] 

Feed pumps (FO-MD and 

FO-RO) 
𝑂𝐶𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝($/𝑦) =

0.028 ∗ 𝑃 ∗ 𝑄𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 ∗ 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡

0.8
∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑣 ∗ 365 [128] 

High-pressure pumps (FO-

RO) 
𝑂𝐶𝐻𝑃 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝($/𝑦) =

0.028 ∗ 𝑃𝑅𝑂 ∗ 𝑄𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 ∗ 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡

0.8
∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑣 [128] 

Booster Pump 

 (FO-RO) 
𝑂𝐶𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝($/𝑦) =

0.028 ∗ (𝑃𝑅𝑂 − 𝑃) ∗ 0.95 ∗ (𝑄𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 − 𝑄𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚) ∗ 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡

0.8
∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑣 ∗ 365 [128] 

Membrane replacement 𝑂𝐶𝑀𝑒𝑚  ($/𝑦) =
𝑖 ∗ (1 + 𝑖)𝑛

(1 + 𝑖)𝑛 − 1
∗ 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑒𝑚 [159] 

Draw solute replenishment 

(FO-RO and FO-MD) 
𝑂𝐶𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤  ($/𝑦) = 𝑆𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑐𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑤 ∗ 𝑄𝐹𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚

∗ 365 [156] 

Steam boiler (for FO-MD) 𝑂𝐶𝐵𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑟  ($/𝑦) = 𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑀𝐷  ∗  𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡  ∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑣 ∗  24 ∗ 365 
 

 

Thermal fluid heater (for 

FO-MD) 
𝑂𝐶𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟  ($/𝑦) = 𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑀𝐷  ∗  𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡  ∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑣 ∗  24 ∗ 365 ∗ 0.3  

Chemical cost 𝑂𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑚 = 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚 ∗ 𝑄𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚 ∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑣 ∗ 365 [129,149] 

Spares cost 𝑂𝐶𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝑐𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 ∗ 𝑄𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚 ∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑣 ∗ 365 [129,149] 

Labor cost 𝑂𝐶𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟 = 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟 ∗ 𝑄𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚 ∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑣 ∗ 365 [129,149] 

 

Table B3: Probabilistic distributions of uncertain parameters. 

Parameter Distribution Boundaries 

FO membrane price ($/m2) Triangular 

Lower bound: 20 

Most likely: 140 

Upper bound: 1000 

MD membrane price ($/m2) Triangular 

Lower bound: 30 

Most likely: 120 

Upper bound: 350 

Draw solute price ($/kg) Triangular 

Lower bound: 0.01 

Most likely: 0.1 

Upper bound: 0.5 

Electricity price ($/kWh) Triangular 

Lower bound: 0.071 

Most likely: 0.084 

Upper bound: 0.099 

Labor cost ($/m3) Triangular 

Lower bound: 0.01 

Most likely: 0.03 

Upper bound: 0.04 

Spares cost ($/m3) Triangular 

Lower bound: 0.01 

Most likely: 0.033 

Upper bound: 0.04 

Chemical cost ($/m3) Triangular 

Lower bound: 0.01 

Most likely: 0.018 

Upper bound: 0.03 
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1.3.  Appendix C: Supplementary Equations 

The following expressions were used to describe the total capital cost (TCC), which is formed 

by direct capital cost (DCC) and indirect capital cost (ICC). 

𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑀𝐷($) = 𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑀𝐷 + 𝐼𝐶𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑀𝐷 (C1) 

𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑅𝑂($) = 𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑅𝑂 + 𝐼𝐶𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑅𝑂 (C2) 

 

The ACC was calculated as follow: 

𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑖($/𝑦 ) = 𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑖 ∗
𝑖 ∗ (1 + 𝑖)𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡

(1 + 𝑖)𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 − 1
 (C3) 

 

The AOC was formed by the sum of FO-MD and FO-RO OPEX costs. 

𝐴𝑂𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑀𝐷($/𝑦) =  Σ𝑂𝐶𝐹𝑂 + Σ𝑂𝐶𝑀𝐷 (C4) 

𝐴𝑂𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑅𝑂($/𝑦) =  Σ𝑂𝐶𝐹𝑂 + Σ𝑂𝐶𝑅𝑂 (C5) 

 

The WC was estimated with the following expressions: 

𝑊𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑀𝐷
𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚

($/𝑚3) =
𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑀𝐷  + 𝐴𝑂𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑀𝐷

365 ∗ 𝑄𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚 ∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑣

 (C6) 

𝑊𝐶 𝐹𝑂−𝑀𝐷
𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑

($/𝑚3) =
𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑀𝐷  + 𝐴𝑂𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑀𝐷 − 𝑂𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚

365 ∗ 𝑄𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚 ∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑣

 (C7) 

𝑊𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑅𝑂($/𝑚3) =
𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑅𝑂  + 𝐴𝑂𝐶𝐹𝑂−𝑅𝑂

365 ∗ 𝑄𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚 ∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑣

 (C8) 

 

The capacity method or size correction factor (SF) was estimated by: 

𝑆𝐹 = 𝐶𝑅𝑒𝑓 ∗ (
𝑄𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡

𝑄𝑅𝑒𝑓

)

𝐾

 (9) 

Where Cref is the reference cost from the bibliography, Qplant is the design plant capacity, Qref 

is the reference plant capacity. 
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